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EXPERTS SAY NO INDUSTRY IS IMMUNE, 
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J
obs are always the central issue in any economy. 
Elections are won and lost on unemployment 
figures. After all, they are about human beings. 
People have to earn money from jobs for the 

goods or services they first produce and then consume 
which makes the wheels of the economy turn. The fear of 
the coronavirus spreading has led to a shutdown of large 
parts of the economy. The Centre for Monitoring Indian 
Economy (CMIE) estimates 120 million people have been 
rendered jobless in one month of the lockdown. Of the total 
406 million people employed in the country, 
only 20 per cent, or 81.2 million people, are 
in the salaried class. While the pandemic 
won’t spare them either, the future will be 
grim for the remaining 324.8 million people 
who are either daily wagers, self-employed or 
small farmers. This is not an Indian problem 
alone. According to the ILO (International 
Labour Organization), four out of five (81 per 
cent) people in the global workforce of 3.3 
billion are currently affected by full or partial 
workplace closures. It considers this the most 
severe crisis since the end of World War II. 

The 40-day nationwide lockdown in 
India, which has kept over a billion people 
indoors and is the largest mass quarantine in 
human history, seems to have kept infec-
tions and deaths low as compared to the rest 
of the world, but extracted a terrible eco-
nomic price. The most optimistic of forecasts 
doesn’t see the Indian economy growing 
at more than 1.5 per cent this year—some 
estimates say growth may even be negative. 
Naturally, this will have an enormous impact 
on employment. Post corona, there will be 
three categories of jobs—those that will never 
come back; those that will be temporarily lost 
because of the slowdown in the economy and 
will return on its revival; and new jobs that 
will be created either in the same industries or in new ones. 
Multiple factors will be at play, some positive, others nega-
tive. The trends of automation and artificial intelligence 
will be accelerated. There will be a shift in global supply 
chains, both inwards and outwards. We might be heading 
toward a phenomenon which is being termed “gated glo-
balisation”. Consumer behaviour will not be easy to predict.

At the moment, sectors such as aviation, travel, hospital-
ity, real estate, automobiles—which depend on people travel-
ling, staying in hotels, buying homes, cars and consumer 
goods—have fallen like ninepins. Other sectors like exports 
that are linked to global supply chains are withering away 
because demand has dried up. Unemployment rates have 
shot up from 6.7 per cent in mid-March to 23 per cent in the 
first week of April. Of the 40-60 million jobs in the retail 
sector, 11 million are likely to take a hit. More than 15 million 
jobs could be lost in India’s export sector as half of all orders 

got cancelled and units are unable to repay loans due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the ensuing lockdown. Employers 
cannot be expected to sustain their businesses if they are run-
ning at reduced capacity but having to pay the full workforce. 

The other big concern is that India’s labour participation 
rate has been slipping—from 47-48 per cent before demoneti-
sation to just 35.5 per cent following the six weeks of lock-
down. It is still not clear that the lockdown will be lifted on 
May 3—several state chief ministers want it to be extended. 
What is fuelling anxiety is the uncertainty over how long 

the crisis will last. The head of an executive 
hiring firm put it pithily, “We don’t even know 
whether we are in the beginning, middle or end 
of the pandemic.” 

More than any other event in recent history, 
the pandemic could create the largest In-

dian ‘precariat’. This portmanteau of ‘precari-
ous’ and ‘proletariat’ refers to a class of people 
suffering an existence without predictability 
or security. As a continuing condition, this has 
consequences for the material and psychologi-
cal welfare of the people and for social cohesion 
as a whole. This is a factor that should cause 
serious worry to governments across the world. 

Our cover story, written by Executive Edi-
tor M.G. Arun and Deputy Editor Shwweta 
Punj, examines the Indian economy to ask the 
big question—‘How Safe is Your Job?’ This is a 
question worrying millions across the coun-
try as it is enveloped by uncertainty, specially 
when we don’t have a social security net to 
cushion job losses. 

Having somewhat tamed the virus, the gov-
ernment needs to send the following message 
to the district level where many crucial deci-
sions are being made: that their performance 
will be judged not only by how much they have 
controlled the spread of the infection but by the 

extent of the economic revival they have been able to generate 
in their area. The government needs to be friends with industry 
and remove all obstacles to an economic revival. They need to 
announce an MGNREGA-type package for the urban poor. The 
bureaucracy should abandon its instinctive suspicion of busi-
ness and instead act as a facilitator in reviving industry, so that 
people get back their jobs. Covid deaths may be getting meticu-
lously recorded, but there is no record of people dying of chronic 
hunger. This will be a silent killer with dire consequences. It is 
something we have to keep in mind and make economic revival 
a priority, otherwise we will pay a heavy price.

(Aroon Purie)
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L
ast June, when social media 
giant Facebook made an 
investment in Meesho, an 
online marketplace for resellers 

in India, its intentions had become 
somewhat clear. For the first 12 years of 
its existence beginning February 2004, 
Facebook was busy building user base; 
in 2016, it breached the next growth 
frontier: the online marketplace. For 
the past three or so years, Facebook has 
been acquiring companies and launch-
ing new products in this space. So when 
an opportunity to invest in a Reli-

ance Industries (RIL) subsidiary (Jio 
Platforms) presented itself, Facebook 
grabbed it with glee.

Within days of signing the 
Rs 43,574 crore deal, announced on 
April 22, for Facebook to pick a 9.99 
per cent stake in Jio Platforms, both 
sides have got down to business rather 
quickly. In the fourth week of April, RIL 
subsidiary Reliance Retail’s online-to-
offline platform JioMart has collabo-
rated with WhatsApp in three neigh-
bourhoods of Mumbai (Navi Mumbai, 
Thane and Kalyan), where customers 

can initiate the interaction on What-
sApp, go to the JioMart page, finalise 
their grocery buying list, connect with 
the retail store on WhatsApp, and 
then pick up the order from a kirana
store. The online payment system—of 
either WhatsApp or JioMoney—has 
reportedly not been integrated into the 
transactions yet. 

But the kirana is just one part of 
the larger ‘new commerce’ project that 
RIL chairman and managing director 
Mukesh Ambani had launched nearly 
two years ago. While announcing the 

By Manu Kaushik

Illustration by NILANJAN DAS

FAC E B O O K- J I O

A WIN-WIN DEAL?
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Facebook deal recently, RIL said, ‘This 
partnership will accelerate India’s 
all-round development, fulfilling the 
needs of Indian people and the Indian 
economy. Our focus will be India’s 60 
million micro, small and medium busi-
nesses, 120 million farmers, 30 million 
small merchants and millions of small 
and medium enterprises in the informal 
sector, in addition to empowering people 
seeking various digital services.’

Even though the Facebook-RIL 
partnership might seem like a perfect 
marriage to most industry experts and 
analysts, it lacks clarity on the finer 
details, such as how things will move 
forward. After the initial announce-
ments, both partners have not shared 
additional information on future 
strategy, revenue-sharing aspects and 
conflict-resolution policies wherever 
there are overlaps. RIL, particularly, has 
not spoken about how much progress it 
has made towards tapping those mil-
lions of small merchants and SMEs. Go-
ing by the recent moves of Ambani and 
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, both 
billionaires harbour ambitions of mak-
ing it big in the retail commerce space. 
While Ambani wants to give a tough 
time to Amazon and Flipkart in India, 
Zuckerberg’s ambitions are global.

In recent years, Facebook has 
accelerated efforts to venture into 
e-commerce. After the acquisition of 
Meesho, last December it acquired vid-
eo-shopping start-up Packagd, which 
lets users purchase products directly via 
live-streaming.  

Credit Suisse says Facebook has been 
building features within its app that 
enable commerce transactions, including 
the recent introduction of the ‘Checkout’ 
feature, which allows users to complete 
the entire transaction without having to 
leave the app. ‘Facebook’s focus has been 
to drive its advertising engine, which 
is not surprising given that advertising 
revenues represent 98.5 per cent of the 
firm’s total revenues... Now, more re-
cently, it has shown intent to venture into 
commerce,’ says a Credit Suisse report.

“Across the globe, we are seeing 
internet giants and telcos converge and 
cross paths. Although the probability 

of overlap is high in the Facebook-RIL 
deal, we expect both to move towards 
a revenue-sharing model, especially in 
areas like payments, offerings to SMEs 
and content,” says Tarun Pathak, associ-
ate director at Counterpoint Research, a 
global industry analysis firm.

Facebook and RIL could gain much 
from the deal. Jio Platforms’ equity sale 
would bring down RIL’s debt at a time 
when cash conservation is critical for 
debt-ridden entities. As per Hong Kong-
based brokerage and investment group 
CLSA, RIL’s consolidated net debt and 
other liabilities were estimated at Rs 
2.35 lakh crore in 2019-20 as against Rs 

2.40 lakh crore in 2018-19. ‘Cash infu-
sion from the deal and closure of the Rs 
7,000 crore stake sale to [British energy 
giant] BP in the oil marketing JV should 
mean a cash infusion of over Rs 50,000 
crore and bring down net debt,’ says a 
CLSA report.

Jio Platforms has witnessed its en-
terprise value soar to Rs 4.62 lakh crore. 
Last December, brokerage Axis Capital 
estimated Jio’s enterprise value to touch 
Rs 4.64 lakh crore in 2023-24. Jio 
Platforms is a larger entity that houses 
all digital ventures of RIL—the Jio suite 
of apps, digital investments (KaiOS, 
Haptik) and big data, AI (artificial 
intelligence) and IoT (internet of things) 
capabilities. Jio remains the crown jewel 
among those investments. “With access 
to capital, data and Facebook tools, RIL 
can jumpstart its new commerce ven-
ture,” says a top telecom analyst working 
with both entities.

RIL has battles lined up on other 
fronts. Its oil refining and petrochemi-
cals businesses have shrunk considerably 
due to the COVID-19 outbreak. Its $15 
billion deal with Saudi Aramco an-
nounced last year is also at risk of being 
called off after the government report-
edly asked a court to restrain the deal.

Facebook is looking at benefitting 
from the deal in primarily two areas: ac-
cess to Jio’s 388 million subscriber base, 
which would further game the online 
ad market in its favour. However, it’s 
going to be a long haul before Facebook 
begins mining Jio’s subscriber data and 
monetising it. “It would have been hard 
for Facebook to crack such a deal if RIL 
were not involved. No one knows the 
regulatory business better than them,” 
says the telecom analyst.

With RIL on its side, Facebook can 
handle some regulatory hurdles it has 
been facing in India—one of its largest 
markets outside the US. The company 
has an estimated 328 million users on 
Facebook and 400 million on WhatsApp 
in India. A big chunk (about 60 per cent) 
of them, though, would be same across 
the platforms. Despite a beta launch 
of its WhatsApp Pay service in India 
in 2018, permissions for a full rollout 
haven’t come through yet. �

388
MILLION

Jio’s subscriber base Facebook 
may look to benefit from

`4.62
LAKH CRORE

Enterprise value 
of Jio Platforms

`43,574
CRORE

what Facebook 
spent to pick a 9.99% 
stake in Jio Platforms

Illustration by SIDDHANT JUMDE
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W
ith a third of the world’s humans 
under lockdown, the skies are blue 
and rivers run clear. Bears, nilgai 

and elephants wander through deserted city 
streets. If these signs of Nature reclaiming 
the planet unsettle the order of life-as-
we-know-it, worry not. The ministry of 
environment, forest and climate change is 
working hard to ensure that environmental 
destruction continues as before. 

The COVID-19 pandemic should have 
led the ministry to pause and press the 
reset button. There is credible evidence 
linking zoonotic diseases to the loss of 
habitat for wild biodiversity. Not that we 
need one more reason to protect what’s 
left of our once magnificent forests, rivers 
and other ecosystems that sustain life 
on earth. However, various statutory 
committees of the ministry are carrying 
on with business as usual. In April alone, 
the Standing Committee of the National 
Board for Wildlife (NBWL) approved coal 
mining inside the Dehing Patkai Elephant 
Reserve in Assam. It allowed 768 hectares 
(ha) of forests next to the Binog Wildlife 
Sanctuary in Uttarakhand to be cleared 
for the Lakhwar-Vyasi dam project on 
the Yamuna river. It gave the green signal 
to all proposals for building highways, 
transmission and railway lines through 
national parks, sanctuaries and tiger 
corridors. As environmental lawyer Ritwick 
Dutta remarked, “If there is anything the 
species inhabiting India’s protected areas 
need to fear, it’s the members of the NBWL.”  
Though its mandate is to protect wildlife, 
that mission seems to be missing in action. 

The Forest Advisory Committee (FAC) of 
the ministry also continues to entertain and 
approve projects that should never have seen 
the light of day. This month, a subcommittee 
of the FAC recommended that the Etalin 
hydropower project in the Dibang river basin 
in Arunachal Pradesh be cleared. The project 
will destroy 1,150 ha of forest in an area 
where three different bio-geographic regions 
meet to create a megadiversity hotspot. 

Clouded leopards and tigers live here. So do 
more than half of the bird species found in all 
of India. Rare flora and fauna inhabit these 
richly storied forests. In 2010, the ministry 
itself had designated this as an ‘inviolate’ 
area, during Jairam Ramesh’s tenure. 
But now, it is to be dammed for a 3,097 
MW project, a joint venture between the 
Arunachal government and Jindal Energy.   

Not only environmentalists are aghast 
at Etalin. Geologists point out that major 
risks associated with its two dams are 
being ignored. The mountains and valleys 
of the Dibang basin sit atop a seismically 
active zone. In addition, climate change is 
rapidly melting the glaciers feeding rivers 
in the basin, creating lakes that are likely 
to overflow and cause major floods and 
landslides downstream. (The devastating 
floods of 2013 in Uttarakhand were in 
part the result of such a melting of the 
Chorabari glacier, feeding the Mandakini 
river.) The Dibang river debouches into 
the Brahmaputra and the effects of an 
earthquake or flood will be felt all the way 
into the densely populated floodplains of 
Assam. The new threats created by climate 
change should make the ministry tread even 
more cautiously. 

That the FAC is considering such a 
proposal shows how warped its priorities 
have become. Union environment minister 
Prakash Javadekar tweeted that these 
projects promote “tourism, infrastructure, 
employment and growth.”  But what about 
the environment? Meanwhile, Etalin and 
other river projects on the Brahmaputra 
are pawns in an India-China contest of 
I-dammed-it-first, a race to claim the waters 
of this transnational river.

The COVID-19 pandemic is a reminder 
of how interconnected the world is and how 
fragile our political and economic control 
over its complexity. Yet the environment 
ministry persists in its wilful forgetfulness. ■

Amita Baviskar is an 
environmental sociologist

Business as Usual
P O I N T O F V I E W

By Amita Baviskar
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Don’t Stop Your SIPs
SIPs benefit from stock market downs and ups. Don’t let this down market cycle 

influence your decision to stop investing. Take a pause instead

Flipside of 
Stopping SIPs
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the actions are uncalled 
for, going by how the 
stock markets have 
fared over the years. 
When one redeems SIP 
investments prematurely, 
they may incur an exit 
load as well as capital 
gains tax, which further 
impacts the worth of 
their investments.

Likewise, stopping 
SIPs, especially when 
investing for the long 
term is a bad idea. 
Investing towards a 
�����
�����������	��
you break down your 
investments over a 
period of time in a 
small and steady 
manner, which makes 
SIP investing suitable 
������
���������
���
goals. With most 
investments tied to long 
����������
���������
such as retirement, 
child’s education or 
buying a house in the 
future; any decision to 
stop investments would 
impact the goal. 

You may either fall 
short when you need 
the money or the goal 
needs to be adjusted. 
Some goals may also 
be non negotiable such 
as child’s education, 
which cannot be pushed 
by a few years unlike 

Over the years, 
investments 

through SIPs (systematic 
investment plan) 
inequity mutual funds 
have become the new 
norm. The undisputed 
convenience and 
simplicity has without 
doubt acted in favour of 
this technique to invest. 

Other advantages 
such as compounding 
and rupee cost 
averaging have been 
widely understood 
by long term equity 
investors who prefer 
investing in mutual funds 
through the SIP way. 
Several investors have 
����������������������

long term investments 
and the number of such 
investors is only on the 
rise. Yet, there are many 
people who are new to 
investing, who do get 
anxious every time the 
stock markets fluctuate. 

The anxiety 
experienced by new 
and even some 
seasoned investors 
during a volatile 
stock market phase 
are understandable. 
����
���
���������������
reaction of such 
investors is to panic 
and redeem their 
investments. Many 
others stop their future 
SIP instalments. Both 
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pandemic in 2002, 
Swine Flu in 2009, Zika 
Virus in 2016 and others. 
A casual observation 
indicates that there are 
short period of market 
turbulence and falls, but 
over the long period of 
5-, 10- or 15-years; the 
stock market indices 
have only gone up. 

Futile to cancel SIPs 
in the short run
There are many 
disadvantages of 
cancelling or stopping 
SIPs. To understand the 
impact of such moves, 
let us consider a few 

scenarios from the 
accompanying graph. 
Let us assume one 
invested `5,000 through 
monthly SIPs in the S&P 
BSE SENSEX from Jan 
2001 to April 2020; a 
period of 19 years and 
4 months. The total 
investment in this period 
works to `11.4 lakh and 
its worth `36,62,357 
earning 10.83% SIP 
returns (XIRR).

Now, this period had 
several dips and gains 
and months when the 
SIP investment value 
was lower than the 
invested sum. This is an 

eye opener for many 
seasoned investors 
who wrongly assume 
that the SIP investment 
value can never turn 
negative. Today, some 
investors may be seeing 
the value of their SIP 
investments fall below 
the investments made. 
Such investors may 
consider exiting or 
stopping the SIPs; they 
should not take such a 
hasty decision.

Let us consider the 
investment period 
from January 2005
to December 2009; a 
���������	��
�������
the value of S&P BSE 
SENSEX index jumped 
three times. It was also 
the period when the 
markets witnessed a 
������������
�����
�
��
in January 2008, and 
between Jan-Oct 2008, 
the S&P BSE SENSEX 
witnessed a massive 
58% fall. The S&P BSE 
SENSEX was 20,300 on 
Jan 1, 2008 and ended 
at 8,509 on Oct 27, 
2008. 

An investor with 
monthly SIP investment 

retirement where one 
could extend their work 
life by a few years to 
adjust to change in the 
goal value. So, before 
you stop SIPs, think how 
the action will impact 
the goal for which the 
investment was initiated 

�����������	������

Long-term investing 
and short term 
pains
Think of long-term 
investing as the progress 
of a child from birth 
to adulthood. Just the 
way a small child learns 
to form words and 
sentences or learns to 
walk with a fair share 
of falls before they 
start running; investing 
in equities is also 
���
���
�����	���������
with its cycles of falls 
and rise. Take for 
instance, the journey of 
the S&P BSE SENSEX 
Values over its more 
than four decade history 
– it has had its share of 
gains and losses over 
many short-term and 
medium-term phases. 
We have witnessed a 
stock market fall so 
far in 2020, owing to 
the Corona virus or 
Covid-19 pandemic.

Investing in equities 
is advisable when it is 
done for the long term 
with a clear time line 
and target goal in place. 
If you look at the way 
the S&P BSE SENSEX 
has moved from January 
2001 to March 2020 
(See: S&P BSE SENSEX 
������
��������������
alerts), there have been 
several health-related 
scares. There was SARS 

���������	
��	���
���������

S&P BSE
Sensex

SIP 
Investment 

(`)
Investment 
Value (`)

Jan-05 6555.94 5,000 5,000

Jan-06 9919.89 65,000 85,733

Jan-07 14090.92 1,25,000 1,93,014

Jan-08 17648.71 1,85,000 3,08,664

Jan-09 9424.24 2,45,000 2,09,676

Dec-09 17464.81 3,00,000 4,58,933

Monthly Sip of `5,000 invested in S&P BSE SENSEX on the last working day of the 
month. Past performance may or may not be sustained in the future.
Source: S&P BSE SENSEX

S&P BSE SENSEX OVER DIFFERENT HEALTH ALERTS
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Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
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S&P BSE
Sensex

SIP 
Investment 

(`)
Investment 
Value (`)

Jan-14 20513.85 5,000 5,000

Jan-15 29182.95 65,000 76,035

Jan-16 24870.69 1,25,000 1,20,123

Jan-17 27655.96 1,85,000 1,95,834

Jan-18 35965.02 2,45,000 3,22,664

Dec-18 36068.33 3,00,000 3,79,321

Monthly Sip of `5,000 invested in S&P BSE SENSEX on the last working day of the 
month. Past performance may or may not be sustained in the future.
Source: S&P BSE Sensex (www.bseindia.com) 

of `5,000 in the S&P 
BSE SENSEX from 
January 2005 would 
have reasons to worry 
when his investments 
in January 2009 were 
lesser in value compared 
to his investments (See: 
Table 1). If this investor 
had exited at this point it 
would have been a loss. 
However, just 12 months 
later, his investments 
would have risen and 
earned a handsome 
18% SIP returns (XIRR) 
������������������
investment period.

Let us consider 
another scenario 
between January 2014 
and December 2018.
A monthly SIP 
investment of `5,000
in this period would 
have dipped in value in 
January 2016. Again, 
in this scenario too, if 
the investor had stayed 
invested and not exited, 
the investments would 
�����������
��
��������
within a year. At the 
��������������������
period, the investment is 
�����
����������`3.79
lakh on an investment 
of `3 lakh at 10.55% SIP 
returns (XIRR). 

Investors can take 
a lesson from being 
patient when investing 
in the stock markets for 
the long term and stay 
invested through the 
course of the investment 
period. But there are 
instances when one 
��������
���
���������

continue SIPs owing to 
cash flow problems or 
the anxiety may be too 
high. In such a context, 
a feature with SIPs 
which often gets missed 
is the flexibility to take 
a break from investing 
by opting for the SIP 
Pause facility.

What is SIP pause?
Some AMCs allow you 
to take a break from 
regular SIP investing 
with the SIP Pause 
feature. The SIP Pause 
feature is temporary 
and is usually for a 
period of up to three 
months for monthly 
SIPs and once in case 
of half-yearly or yearly 
SIPs. After this, your SIP 
restarts automatically. 

����������
���
�����
from fund house to fund 
house. In general, the 
SIP Pause facility can 
only be availed once in 
the lifetime of the fund. 
For instance, if you were 
investing `5,000 through 
monthly SIP in a fund 
from January 2019, 
and in February 2020, 
decided to take a break 
and pause your SIP in 
March 2020.

To initiate a SIP 
pause, you need to 
inform the AMC and 
�����	�����!�	�����
form. You should 
provide substantial 
notice to take a gap 
in SIP investment and 
not rush for a pause 
a few days prior to 
the SIP investment 
date, because a pause 
���������
����������
only after a month or 
even two. The reason 
for such a delay is 
because sometimes, the 
communication between 
the AMC and the bank 

for direct debit may take 
longer or skip the SIP 
date before registering 
for SIP pause. 

And, if you are 
investing directly through 
an AMC; you could 
communicate to the 
AMC whose fund you are 
investing in to pause your 
SIP. Taking a pause is 
better than stopping 
your SIP because 
restarting a paused SIP 
is far more convenient 
and easier than restarting 
a stopped SIP. In this 
way, you can continue 
your habit of disciplined 
investments once the 
pause duration ends.

Investors could 
contact their advisors 
or reach out to the 
AMC to execute an 
SIP pause. Instead of 
completely stopping their 
investments; they could 
reduce the amount of 
SIP they commit. This 
process would entail 
stopping the existing SIPs 
and restarting a new 
����������
����	���"�
�
���
forms. This process 
would ensure that regular 
investments continue, 
even though it would 
be lesser. 

A timeless lesson 
to remember with SIP 
investment is that it is a 
friend when it comes to 
long-term investing. Just 
the way today, we are 
advised to stay home and 
stay safe; stay invested 
with SIPs to achieve your 
�����
����������
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W
hen the Rashtriya Sway-
amsevak Sangh (RSS) 
held a much-publicised 
three-day lecture series 

in New Delhi in September 2018, atte-
ndees were greeted by two gigantic 
free-standing portraits. On one side, 
unsurprisingly, rose K.B. Hedgewar, 
founding sarsanghchalak of the RSS 
and an early exponent of its ideology of 
Hindu supremacy. More startling was 
the occupant of the adjoining panel: 
Bhimrao Ambedkar, the 20th century’s 
most formidable and tren chant critic of 
that very ideology. The display implied 
that Dr Ambedkar somehow approved 
of, or participated in, the Hindu nation-
alist project of which, in fact, virtually 
his entire oeuvre and political career 
were a systematic condemnation.

If this effort to appropriate Ambed-
kar—and with him, Dalits—seems in-
credible, Bhanwar Meghwanshi’s potent 
insider account of the RSS reveals that 
attempts like these are but the polished 
tip of a vast and menacing iceberg. In 
I Could Not Be Hindu: The Story of a 
Dalit in the RSS, Meghwanshi guides 
the reader into the parallel universe of 
those RSS schools, shakhas and camps 
that target the youth of disprivileged 
castes for indoctrination and training 
in militant ethnoreligious nationalism. 
In these institutions, the inculcation of 
disregard for historical fact in favour of 

majoritarian myth is merely a first 
step. Ultimately, the RSS achieves its 
aims through acts of intimidation and 
violence against Muslims and Chris-
tians—acts orchestrated by the Sangh’s 
savarna leadership, but carried out, in 
an irony painfully explored throughout 
the memoir, by backward caste and 
Dalit volunteers stigmatised by the very 
religion they are ostensibly defending.

One could hardly ask for a more 
credentialled eyewitness. First inducted 
into the RSS by his sixth-standard 
geography teacher, Meghwanshi was by 
the age of 15 a battle-scarred karsevak 
with jail time, street fights with Mus-
lims, and bruises from the lathis of the 
Uttar Pradesh police to his credit. In his 
home district of Bhilwara, Rajasthan, 
he swiftly ascended the Sangh’s ranks to 
become, before the age of 20, pramukh 
or chief of the city office. He received 
weapons training—lathis, knives, Molo-
tov cocktails—from his RSS mentors. In 
a fast-paced narrative delivered in bold, 
straightforward prose, Meghwanshi 
describes the culture of militancy and 

mutual respect—he points to the prac-
tice of volunteers addressing one another 
with the honorific “ ji” as especially 
powerful for youth accustomed to being 
treated with contempt—that attracted 
him to the Sangh.

The mutual respect, however, proves 
false. The turning point in the narrative 
comes when, following a joint RSS-
VHP function in his village in honour 
of “martyred” karsevaks whose ashes 
are being carried through the region, 
Meghwanshi has his family laboriously 
prepare and pack a dinner to feed the 
honoured assembly of sants and sadhus, 
only to discover the next morning that 
his Hindutva mentors dumped the 
entire meal on the roadside after leaving 
his village, having never intended to eat 
food cooked by Dalit hands. Devastated, 
Meghwanshi seeks redress from higher 
RSS authorities, only to find that the 
bad faith was not a local aberration, but 
the institutional norm. 

From a Hindutva foot soldier, Megh-
wanshi transforms in the following 
years into an Ambedkarite truth seeker 
committed to anti-caste struggle and 
interreligious bridge-building. As a 
student leader, teacher, journalist and 
activist with the Mazdoor Kisan Shakti 
Sangathan, he takes part in a series 
of grassroots struggles—over temple 
entry, mosque destruction and trident-
distribution in Rajasthan, the Gujarat 
pogrom, and more—that pit him against 
his erstwhile RSS confederates and 
make the book a chronicle not just of an 
extraordinary life but of three conse-
quential decades of the nation’s history. 

No other book exposes so viscerally 
the instrumentalism of the RSS effort to 
woo the disprivileged castes even while 
nurturing casteism deep in its savarna 
heart. In the present moment, when the 
Faustian bargain that Hindutva extends 
to Dalits and backward castes has never 
been more politically salient, the lessons 
of Meghwanshi’s searing memoir could 
not be more urgent. ■

Joel Lee is assistant professor of  
anthropology, Williams College,  

Massachusetts 
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S
oon after the COVID-19 pandemic 
broke out, the ministry of external af-
fairs (MEA) geared up to respond to the 
complex situation that had to be dealt 
with on an emergency basis. Employing 

what foreign secretary Harsh Shringla calls “medi-
cal diplomacy”, the MEA has played a sterling role 
in ensuring that India acted as both the pharmacy 
of the world and a global health provider. It has 
supplied vital medicines as a gift to over 40 coun-
tries and ensured commercial exports of them to 
another 60 countries, including those in the US 
and Europe. It has organised rescue and evacuation 
operations at short notice and arranged for emer-
gency medical supplies, including personnel, to 
assist a number of developing countries. India has 
reinvigorated the SAARC, despite Pakistan’s dour-
ness, by not only forming a fund, but also using 
technology for international interaction and train-
ing of medical personnel. And it is engaged with the 
world through the G-20 and bilateral interactions 
in virtual conversations with over 100 countries to 
enhance the global pandemic response.

— Raj Chengappa

INDIA’S 
MEDICAL 
DIPLOMACY

E X T E R N A L A F FA I R S

UPFRONT

Medicines 
gifted to

Humanitarian 
aid given to

INDIA AS THE
PHARMACY OF 

THE WORLD
India has taken on the critical 
task of supplying medicines 

to countries across the globe 
by enhancing production 

and expediting export clear-
ances to meet the explosion 
in demand for drugs such as 
Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) 

and Paracetamol. Medicines 
have been delivered as gifts to 

developing countries and as 
commercial exports to those 
who could afford to buy them

  Rapid response teams, 
consisting of doctors, nurses 
and paramedics (from the 
armed forces), have been 
deployed to the Maldives and 
Kuwait. Operation Sanjeevani 
delivered 6.2 tonnes of medi-
cines and hospital supplies 
to the Maldives

HUMANITARIAN 
ASSISTANCE

Colombia

Mexico

South 
America

Chile
 HELPING HAND An Indian Air Force mission to transport 

essential supplies to the Maldives under Operation Sanjeevani

Ecuador



MEA officials are 
also part of the 
Government’s 

empowered group 
involved in the 

procurement of 
medical supplies,  

including personal 
protective 

equipment and 
testing kits 

from countries 
manufacturing 

these items

Procurement 
facilitation

*Includes Bhutan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Seychelles, Mauritius, and 
countries in Africa, the Middle East, Central Asia, South America and the Caribbean

tablets 
gifted

tablets 
exported

tablets 
gifted

tablets 
exported

countries 
supplied*

countries 
supplied

countries 
supplied

countries 
supplied

10
MILLION

445
MILLION

1.32
MILLION

619
MILLION

26 60

15 50

HCQ HCQ

Paracetamol Paracetamol

Gifts Exports

  Essential supplies and medicines 
have been delivered to 17 countries 
in our extended neighbourhood, in 
the Indian Ocean, West Asia,
Central Asia and South America

  Humanitarian aid supplies have 
also been delivered to several 
countries in Africa. Uganda, 

Zambia, Niger, Eswatini, Chad, 
Mali, the DR Congo, the Republic 
of Congo, Senegal, Burkina Faso, 
Sierra Leone and Zimbabwe have 
received or are in the process of 
receiving humanitarian supplies

  Countries in Latin America have 
also received special attention, 

with a total of 28 countries in this 
region receiving medical supplies 
from India either as humanitarian 
assistance or on the basis of com-
mercial contracts. Special consid-
eration has been given to partner 
nations from the region, which 
include Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia and Mexico

  WE HAVE 
TAKEN A 

HUMANITARIAN 
AND FAR-SIGHTED 
VIEW THAT WILL 

STAND US IN GOOD 
STEAD IN THE 

POST-PANDEMIC 
WORLD ”

HARSH VARDHAN 
SHRINGLA

Foreign Secretary
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UPFRONT

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has been 
engaging with the leaders of G-20 and SAARC 
countries through virtual meetings, and has had 
over 34 interactions with counterparts across 
the world to work towards a common global 
response to the pandemic. Foreign minister S. 
Jaishankar, too, has been working the phones to 
coordinate with his foreign counterparts. After 
one such conversation with Chinese foreign 
minister Wang Yi, Jaishankar tweeted, ‘Global 
challenges require global cooperation’

THE BIG OUTREACH

� A COVID-19 emergency 
fund, based on voluntary 
contributions, has been 
created, to which India has 
made $10 million available

� On March 26, a video 
conference of health  
professionals was held,  
with representatives at the 
level of director-general 
of health services from all 
SAARC nations

� To facilitate communica-
tion on patient manage-
ment, testing and disease 
surveillance, a WhatsApp 
contact group of doc-
tors from participating 
nations was created

� A COVID-19 information 
exchange platform, 
named COINEX, was devel-
oped by India to facilitate 

online training and the use 
of digital resources like 
e-learning modules on key 
aspects about the pandemic

� India has activated its 
e-ITEC network, that 
gets medical experts to train 
healthcare personnel in 
countries in the neighbour-
hood. Resources include 
webinars featuring top pro-
fessionals from institutions 
such as the AIIMS in Delhi 
and PGI, Chandigarh

� The SAARC Disaster 
Management Centre  
in Gandhinagar, with the  
assistance of the MEA and  
other ministries, has set up 
a website (www.covid19-
sdmc.org) linked to the of-
ficial COVID-19 websites of 
individual SAARC countries

SAARC Initiatives
On March 15, India organised a video conference 
of leaders of SAARC countries, chaired by Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi. A number of initiatives 
and projects have also been launched

� The MEA has facilitated the evacuation of more 
than 58,000 foreign nationals from India to 72 
countries. This includes 4,834 Japanese nationals, 
3,199 Germans, 2,937 Malaysians, 1,581 Israelis, 
1,818 French nationals, 3,705 Americans, 2,026 
Canadians, 6,265 UK nationals, 1,689 Australians, 
2,688 Afghans, 1,062 Bhutanese nationals and 
1,182 Russians

� The MEA coordinated the evacuation of 2,465 
Indians and 48 foreigners from China (Wuhan), 
including Iranian, Japanese and Italian nationals, 
via special flights. Another 1,609 stranded Indian 
citizens were evacuated from Malaysia, Singa-
pore, Amsterdam and Paris via chartered flights

� Indian embassies across the world are maintain-
ing contact with Indians stranded overseas. The 
MEA promises to repatriate them when possible

EVACUATIONS  
FROM HOT ZONES
The MEA has also coordinated massive 
incoming and outgoing evacuation 
exercises—and not just of Indian citizens

 OUTREACH (L-R) Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the SAARC video conference; Indian 
ambassador Ruchira Kamboj (right) hands over medical supplies to Bhutan’s health minister
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S
hishupal Singh, a resident 
of Arimal Yayi Tipu village 
in Kanpur Dehat in eastern 
Uttar Pradesh, has just heard 

of the Centre’s new Swamitva scheme, 
which will allot property cards to every 
house in the village. Excited because he 
feels the value of their houses will go up, 
he is sure banks too will start looking at 
villagers with new interest. Shishupal, 
whose wife is the gram pradhan, says 
houses in the village carry little value 
now as there are no proper records 
(land records now are kept by the ‘fam-
ily register’ at the panchayat office, a 
phenomenon peculiar to  the state). He’s 
hoping the system will change with the 
Centre’s new initiative. 

The Swamitva scheme, launched 
by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 
Panchayati Raj Diwas—April 24—has 
a mammoth plan in the works: to use 
the latest drone model survey to map 
every rural property in the 662,000 
villages of the country over the next 
four years. Once the 
survey and legalities are 
taken care of, owners 
will be issued a prop-
erty card with a house 
number. The pilot phase 
this year (2020-21) plans 
to cover over 100,000 
villages in six states.

The panchayati raj 
ministry will coordinate 

the scheme’s progress along with the 
Survey of India and the panchayati raj 
and revenue departments of various 
states. According to the Centre, the 
Swamitva scheme will unlock the ben-
efits of owning rural properties. Apart 
from market appreciation, the property 
cards would stand as collateral for loans 
or advances from banks and financial 
institutions. An accurate survey of the 
properties will also help the gram pan-
chayats offer better civic services, be-
sides enabling them to collect property 
taxes in the future. For the states, the 
survey maps will be of immense use in 
preparing future development schemes. 

The maps will be prepared by the 
Survey of India with the assistance of 
the revenue and panchayati raj depart-
ments of states. The Surveyor General 
of India, Lt Gen. (retd) Girish Kumar, 
says the drone survey will produce 
state-of-the-art HD photographs. Every 
house will be shown with its measure-
ments, including total area, covered 

area, etc. Kumar says the 
village maps, prepared 
on a scale of 500:1, will 
be so comprehensive 
with topography and 
street details—and a 
resolution accuracy of up 
to 10 cm—that they will 
be unlike anything that 
has been done before. He 
says even India’s cities 

AN ACCURATE 
SURVEY OF THE 

LAND WILL 
HELP GRAM 

PANCHAYATS 
OFFER BETTER 

CIVIC  
SERVICES

have not been mapped on this scale.
Agricultural economist Tazamul 

Haque, who headed the panel that 
conceived the Model Land Leasing Act, 
says the rural property card was long 
overdue. He feels the scheme could solve 
many of the long-pending property 
disputes in villages besides giving an 
identity to residential property in rural 
areas. Data accruing from the exercise 
could also be linked to digitised data on 
land in the villages, he says. 

But first, the states will have to sign 
MoUs with the Survey of India. Demar-
cation of properties on the ground will 
be done by the villagers, gram panchay-
ats and state revenue departments. The 
Survey of India and state agencies will 
then determine open common lands, 
government lands, gram sabha lands 
and land owned by villagers. After the 
survey is done, the state government 
will issue a notification to establish 
ownership rights. Any objections over 
these rights will be investigated by an 
officer of the revenue department. After 
approval by the defence ministry, the 
Survey of India will hand over the maps 
to the Centre and the concerned state 
departments. The property cards will be 
issued by the state authorities. 

The task ahead looks clear-cut, but 
in the villages, many will tell you that 
there are complications. In states like 
Madhya Pradesh, villagers have no 
records of their residential properties. 

UPFRONT

A SENSE OF 
OWNERSHIP

S WA M I T VA S C H E M E

By Manish Dixit

 VALID ADDRESS A village  
house near Pilibhit, UP

MANEESH AGNIHOTRI
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the last survey in Haryana was some 50 
years ago. The situation is not too differ-
ent in other states. 

Shishupal Singh, who is otherwise 
optimistic about the card, admits to 
a few other issues. For one, with the 
number of families increasing, houses are 
already shown as divided into parts with 
residents in the voter list as occupants of 
A,B or C section of it. The lekhpal (vil-
lage clerk) in UP does maintain a map 
of the residential area, but the houses 
are bought and sold without any record. 
If a piece of land lies unoccupied in the 
residential area, it is shown as barren and 
not entered in the khatauni (an abstract 
that lists all holdings of an individual or 
family). In some cases, a registered sale 
deed for houses may exist, but even that is 
not evidence of title of the said property.

Supreme Court advocate Ashwini 
Upadhyay highlights the complex way 
villages are structured to poke holes in 
the Centre’s plan. He feels rural proper-
ties should be linked to Aadhaar cards. 
At the moment, only those who are 
leaving for good sell their houses in the 
villages. They sell their lands and often 
the value of their houses is included in 
the price as there is no record of housing 
properties in rural areas. “Right now, 
there is litigation even on the issue of 
tethering buffaloes. Determining prop-
erty titles in the extremely dense villages 
of UP won’t be easy either,” he says.

Advocate Ramanand Goel points to 
another vexing issue—village politics. 
The pradhans will surely try to promote 
their henchmen. Panchayat politics 
anyway divides villagers in a big way; this 
could become one more reason. 

Besides, each geographical zone will 
have its own peculiar problems associ-
ated with the measurement of assets 
by drones. Illegal encroachments are a 
problem in MP while UP has been evacu-
ating illegal occupants. There will also be 
problems for specific communities, like 
the tribals in MP who live in villages on 
the city’s outskirts. They have no proof to 
even establish their identity. On a posi-
tive note, experts say the property card 
plan could help the government identify 
people who have amassed huge proper-
ties in rural areas. ■

CLEAR TITLES FOR VILLAGE  
HOMES NOT SO CLEAR CUT 
� WHAT IS  
SWAMITVA?
Swamitva is a new cen-
tral scheme to grant legal 
recognition to residential 
properties in rural areas. 
After they are mapped 
and cleared, houses in 
surveyed areas will be 
allotted numbers and 
issued property cards

� WHO WILL  
EXECUTE IT
The Union panchayati raj 

ministry in coordination 
with the state panchayati 
raj and revenue depart-
ments and the Survey 
of India

� THE BENEFITS
Legal recognition will 
enable owners to 
monetise their property, 
access bank loans using 
it as collateral. For the 
government, the updated 
maps will help in prepar-
ing accurate develop-

ment plans. The gram 
panchayats will be able 
to collect house tax now

� POSSIBLE ISSUES
�Absence of property 
records in villages 
�Property disputes 
within families, especial-
ly in old settlements
�Ownership being 
granted to houses on 
illegally occupied land
�Village politics, truant 
gram pradhans

In cases where a house is shared by 
siblings, everyone will want to have a 
separate property card. Apart from 
this, villages have a complex structure. 
There are adjacent houses and court-
yards, people pass freely through each 
other’s lands. All this will pose new 
challenges once titles become an issue. 

MP Sarpanch Sangathan president 
Somesh Gupta has even more serious 
concerns. He worries that land-grabbers 
could have a field day if the property 
card comes through. As it is, there are 
no property records, and many transac-
tions are for houses on illegal land. The 
property card scheme could legitimise 

many of these deals. Gupta also says 
it will be very hard to identify rightful 
owners of houses in rural MP as there 
are no records at the gram panchayats.

Ramanand Goel, a former presi-
dent of the Ghaziabad Tehsil Bar 
Association, fears a spike in legal cases. 
The kutumb (family) register in UP 
contains names of every member in 
a family, enough reason for litigation 
when it comes to whose name will app-
ear on the property card. 

The problem also stems from 
the fact that land surveys have not 
been done in India for decades now. 
Surveyor General Kumar recalls that 

STAMPED AND NUMBERED

Karnataka
16,580 
33,157

Maharashtra
22,069
44,137

Uttarakhand
4,000
17,048

Madhya 
Pradesh   
1,000 
55,100

Uttar 
Pradesh   
53,622 
1,07,242

Haryana
3,826
7,652

662,000 
Total no. of villages in 

the country

101,097 
No. of villages in first 

phase of survey 
(2020-21)

Villages part of pilot survey
Total no. of villages

Graphic by TANMOY CHAKRABORTY
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G
iven the sheer significance of the 
India-Pakistan relationship, the 
paucity of careful and informed 
scholarship about its origins and 

evolution is quite striking. Diplomatic his-
torians, political scientists and former poli-
cymakers have all written about the subject. 
However, with marked exceptions, the bulk 
of these works have been partial, polemical 
and idiosyncratic. Worse still, because of the 
unavailability of suitable archival material 
from either side of the border, till recently, 
almost all writing on the subject was based 
on elite interviews, newspaper accounts and 
other documents in the public domain.

Apart from these limitations, the bulk of 
the available work has focused on the under-
lying sources of discord as well as the crises 
and wars that have marred this relationship. 
In this context, Pallavi Raghavan’s book, 
Animosity at Bay, makes two important 
contributions to the extant literature. At 
the outset, the book is based upon careful, 
painstaking and extensive archival research 
involving multi-country sources.

Its other contribution is substantive: 
Raghavan seeks to demonstrate that in 
the years following the partition of British 
India and the creation of the two states, 
the relationship, though ridden with the 
Kashmir conflict, was not wholly hostile. 
Instead, statesmen and bureaucrats in both 
countries cooperated on a range of bilateral 
issues. These ran the gamut from questions of the disposal of 
evacuee property, the sharing of the Indus river waters and 
attempts at reaching a no-war pact. Even though all these 
subjects have been addressed in previous works, Raghavan, 
through the deft use of newly-available archival material, has 
managed to bring greater nuance and clarity to many of these 
important and fraught subjects.

She argues that the two sides managed to accommodate 
each other on a host of issues shortly after Partition. Never-
theless, it is evident from much of her discussion and analysis 
that reaching such understandings was neither easy nor free 
of contention. For example, she contends that the members 
of the Partition Council, the body that was responsible for the 
division of a host of assets, tackled the tasks at hand calmly 
despite the horrors that the partition had wrought. She also 
shows that the key players tenaciously argued for the interests 

of their respective, nascent states.
Raghavan also shows that despite the 

backdrop of the war over Kashmir, the two 
sides cooperated in other areas. To that 
end, they passed legislation to deal with 
the extremely delicate question of women 
who had been abducted in the upheaval 
of Partition. Well-connected women from 
prominent families on both sides of the 
border played vital roles in working with 
other administrators to bring some relief 
to those women who had met this most 
unfortunate fate.

Raghavan also provides an extensive 
discussion of the attempt to forge a ‘no-war 
pact’, which ultimately resulted in failure. 
These discussions were carried out against 
a backdrop of steady population transfers, 
growing acrimony in the mass media in 
both countries and a flurry of diplomatic 
activity in other capitals, including pleas 
from Pakistan to the United Kingdom to 
intervene in the troubled bilateral relation-
ship. In the end, the accord failed to mate-
rialise because neither side could muster 
the requisite domestic support to realise it. 
That said, she emphasises that even after 
the prime ministerial correspondence had 
reached an impasse, Nehru continued to 
profess his goodwill towards Pakistan.

Raghavan also provides a detailed acc-
ount of the process that led to the success-
ful realisation of the Indus Waters Treaty. 

Among the more quirky revelations is the role of an East Ger-
man refugee and noted legal theorist, Frederich Berber, who 
was appointed advisor to Nehru on the Indus waters dispute. 
It is also worth noting that at the time neither side deemed the 
treaty to be a success but the best solution that was possible.

Raghavan’s careful examination of this period of India-
Pakistan relations suggests that despite far-reaching differ-
ences, the two countries reached some important settlements 
even as they were engaged in the demanding process of state-
building. Perhaps the understandings reached during this his-
torical period offers some small hope in tackling the myriad 
problems that currently plague the bilateral relationship. ■

Sumit Ganguly is a distinguished professor of political 
science and holds the Tagore Chair in Indian Cultures and 

Civilizations at Indiana University, Bloomington

THE PEACE INTERLUDES
B O O K S

By Sumit Ganguly 

ANIMOSITY AT BAY
An Alternative 
History of the 

India-Pakistan Rela-
tionship, 1947-1952
By Pallavi Raghavan  
 HARPERCOLLINS 
`396 (Kindle); 

260 pages

IN THE END, THE 
‘NO-WAR PACT’ 

FAILED TO MATE-
RIALISE BECAUSE 

NEITHER SIDE 
COULD MUSTER 
THE REQUISITE 

DOMESTIC 
SUPPORT TO 

REALISE IT 

UPFRONT



—Sandeep Unnithan 
with Kiran D. Tare and 

Amitabh Srivastava

T he RSS is discovering the 
benefits of online meetings. Its 

workers have shifted their daily 
morning sessions, called shakhas, 
to digital platforms such as Webex 
and Say Namaste. An appeal by RSS 
sarsanghchalak Mohan Bhagwat
to around 5 million swayamsevaks to 
hold a shakha with family members 
in their homes on April 19 was 
a hit—some 30 million people 
participated. A week later, 
Bhagwat exhorted workers 
to continue their social 
work during the COVID 
crisis. As if on cue, 
he opted for 
a web address 
this time.

SORE SOREN

On April 26, Jharkhand 
chief minister Hemant 

Soren retweeted a purported 
phone conversation in which 
two ‘journalists’ were allegedly 
discussing how to get some 
tribal people to pose with empty 
utensils in Barhait, his assembly 
constituency. A day earlier, the duo 
and three others were arrested for 
trying to malign Soren’s image. A 
real campaign against fake news?

RSS FEED?
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IT’S LONELY 
OUT THERE

O ne Congress leader 
who hasn’t found 
favour with either 

Team Rahul or the old guard 
is Shashi Tharoor. The 
Thiruvananthapuram MP is 
one of the five in the party to 
have won three consecutive 
Lok Sabha elections. Last 
year, Tharoor was ignored 
for the post of leader of 
the Congress in the Lok 
Sabha; he was not even 
made party whip. The party 
did not include him in the 
rapid response committee 
on CAA-NPR formed in 
January, or the COVID-19 
task force set up on March 
28. Tharoor was also 
ignored for the 11-member 
consultative group formed 
to formulate the party’s 
views on the COVID crisis. 
Given Tharoor’s experience 
in the UN, it’s shocking that 
he is not being consulted on 
the pandemic. That, Tharoor 
might have said, amounts to 
floccinaucinihilipilification.

Illustration by SIDDHANT JUMDE
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By M.G. Arun and Shwweta Punj

or 30-year-old Sasi Kumar, an Uber driver in Delhi, owning 
a car and earning Rs 15,000-20,000 a month was more than 
enough. It was more money than he had ever earned; it helped 
his small family of three survive. He also had the flexibility to 
earn more if he wanted to; more hours meant extra cash.

Life, however, came to a standstill for Kumar this March 
when the coronavirus pandemic overwhelmed the country. 
Stuck at home, his earnings abruptly halted, he has been at 
the mercy of the local moneylender for his expenses, of which 
the EMI (equated monthly instalment) of the car loan he took 
from an NBFC (non-banking financial company) accounts for 
a fat chunk. “Uber told me I’d be put on goods delivery duty, 
but it didn’t work. Getting (police) passes to move around is 
very difficult,” he says. He has got 20 kilos of wheat free from 
the state government, but it isn’t sufficient.

F

C O V E R  S T O R Y J O B S
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HOW SAFE  
IS YOUR 
JOB?

HOW SAFE 
IS YOUR 
JOB? With the economy in a pandemic 

seizure, no industry is really immune 
though some are more vulnerable  
than others. Expect pay cuts or worse
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Kumar earns his livelihood in a growing 
segment of the Indian economy that employs 
millions of semi-skilled workers, such as drivers 
and delivery agents, who work in asset-light 
businesses that do not offer a social security 
net. He is also among the millions who have 
been badly hit by the lockdown the country was 
put under on March 25 to arrest the spread 
of COVID-19. Indeed, in the 35 days of the 
lockdown so far, health statistics reveal that the 
transmission of the novel coronavirus has been 
slow. While every death is a tragedy for the fam-
ily, a country of more than 1.3 billion people has 
counted a relatively low 1,008 deaths as on April 
29, compared to, say, 59,284 in the US. We 
cannot be sure of the final outcome of the Great 
Lockdown on the lives of the people. But what 
we know for sure is the havoc it has wreaked on 
the livelihoods of those like Kumar. The Centre 
for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE), a pri-
vate research organisation, estimates that 120 
million Indians have been rendered jobless in 
the one month of the lockdown. Of the total 406 
million people employed in the country, only 
20 per cent, or 81.2 million, are in the ‘salaried’ 
category. While the pandemic won’t spare them 
either, the future will be bleaker for the remain-
ing 324.8 million, who are either daily wagers, 
self-employed or small farmers.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in two 
televised addresses—one shortly after the lock-
down, the other almost a month into it—had 
appealed to businesses not to lay off people and 
to pay their salaries during the lockdown. The 
Prime Minister’s Office is also said to be keep-
ing tabs on news items reporting lay-offs and 
salary cuts. On March 29, the Union ministry of 
home affairs (MHA) issued a directive, reiterat-
ing what the prime minister had said. The Lud-
hiana Handtools Association even petitioned 
the Supreme Court against the order, but, on 
April 27, the apex court refused petitioners any 
interim protection against the MHA directive, 
even though it agreed to hear their plea.

Anecdotal evidence from across the 
country continues to point toward companies 
resorting to lay-offs and wage cuts. A recent 
survey of 200 CEOs conducted by industry 
body CII (the Confederation of Indian Indus-
try) showed 52 per cent of them foreseeing job 
losses in their respective businesses. The tour-
ism and hospitality sector, for instance, is star-
ing at potential job losses of around 38 million, 

C O V E R  S T O R Y J O B S UNDER 
COVID-19 
FIRE...
How the pandemic and the economic 
shutdown are wiping out thousands of 
jobs across key sectors—and the way 
out of this crisis
Graphic by NILANJAN DAS

AVIATION
CONTRIBUTION TO GDP

2.4%
TOTAL DIRECT JOBS 

60,000
JOBS AFFECTED

25,000
VULNERABILITY INDEX

    VERY HIGH

STRESS FACTORS

1. All air travel—domestic and 
international—shut down

2. Servicing debt tougher for 
airline companies

3. Corporate and tourist travel to 
fall even after air travel resumes

4. Social distancing norms could 
render services unviable

RESCUE MAP
1. Moratorium on loans

2. Waive airport, fuel 
infrastructure charges 

3. Bring aviation turbine fuel 
under GST
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CONTRIBUTION TO GDP

9.2%
TOTAL DIRECT JOBS 

Over 42.7 million

JOBS AFFECTED

38 million

VULNERABILITY INDEX

    VERY HIGH

RETAIL
CONTRIBUTION TO GDP

10%
TOTAL DIRECT JOBS 

40-60 million

JOBS AFFECTED 

11 million

VULNERABILITY INDEX

    VERY HIGH

STRESS FACTORS

1. Large-scale cancella-
tions. The Indian Asso-
ciation of Tour Operators 
pegs losses at Rs 85,000 
crore 

2. Travel will be at an all-
time low even after the 
lockdown is lifted

3. The crisis is graver 
than 9/11 and the 2008 
financial meltdown

STRESS FACTORS
1. Only 7-8% of the retail 
industry functioned 
during lockdown, says the 
Retail Association of India 
2. With cash flow drying 
up, 20-25% retailers need 
capital infusion to survive
3. Due to job and 
income uncertainties, 
Indians are likely to spend 
only on essentials in the 
near future

RESCUE MAP
1. Waive 5% GST on economy 
tickets for six months or until 
airlines regain pre-COVID 
passenger load 
2. Provide GST holiday to all 
travel/ tourism services
3. Waive property and ex-
cise taxes for a year, reduce 
power tariffs
4. Provide working capital at 
low rates

RESCUE MAP
1. Extend moratorium to 
270 days for payment of 
instalments and interest 
on loans
2. Offer GST waivers 
and tax incentives, ease 
manufacturing rules for 
essential commodities 
3. Slash duties, allow 
import of goods critical to 
retail markets
4. Extend credit limits for 
small retailers

TOURISM & HOSPITALITY

Estimates of job losses by KPMG India, Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation, 
Retailers Association of India, All India Manufacturers’ Organisation, Clothing 

Manufacturers Association of India and other industry sources



AUTO & AUTO 
COMPONENTS
CONTRIBUTION TO GDP

9.4%
TOTAL DIRECT JOBS 

44 million

JOBS AFFECTED

14 million

VULNERABILITY INDEX

    VERY HIGH

STRESS FACTORS

1. Disruption in supply of 
parts from China

2. All dealerships shut. 
Nod for some economic 
activities after April 20 
did not help as rules 
weren’t uniform

3. Supply chains hit

4. Cash constraints hurt 
components business

RESCUE MAP
1. Boost sales with lower 
taxes, cheaper loans
2. Government backs 
firms taking bank loans 
with guarantees
3. Moratorium on bank 
loans for smaller players 
and dealerships

REAL ESTATE & 
CONSTRUCTION
CONTRIBUTION TO GDP

7%
TOTAL JOBS 

52 million

JOBS AFFECTED

41 million

VULNERABILITY INDEX

    VERY HIGH

STRESS FACTORS

1. The sector was al-
ready facing a demand 
slump and unsold 
inventories

2. Lockdown and job 
losses/ salary cuts hit 
demand further 

3. All construction halted 
as migrant labour left

RESCUE MAP
1. Boost demand for 
homes through policy 
incentives for buyers
2. Relax RERA compli-
ance for projects for 
six months
3. Fix lending rates for 
realty projects at a 
lower repo rate

MSMEs
CONTRIBUTION TO GDP

29%
TOTAL DIRECT JOBS 

120 million

JOBS AFFECTED

22-51 million

VULNERABILITY INDEX

    VERY HIGH

STRESS FACTORS

1. No economic activity, 
unpaid bills piling up

2. Orders cancelled or 
delivery stuck at ports

3. Fall in demand, supply 
chain disrupted

RESCUE MAP
1. Government compen-
sates for wages
2. Fixed electric-
ity charges for three 
months
3. MSMEs supplying 
under govt contracts 
get reprieve from penal 
clauses for non-delivery 
due to lockdown
4. Loans get a reprieve 
from being classified as 
NPAs for some time

TEXTILES
CONTRIBUTION TO GDP

2%
TOTAL DIRECT JOBS 

Over 45 million 
(2018-19)

JOBS AFFECTED

10 million

VULNERABILITY INDEX

     HIGH

STRESS FACTORS

1. Key export markets, 
such as the US and UK, 
shut for business

2. Factories closed, 
layoffs of low-wage 
workers have begun

3. Local markets shut, 
garment/ cloth-makers 
sitting on unsold stock

RESCUE MAP
1. Extend tax compliance 
deadline, review taxes to 
factor in drop in demand
2. Greater credit support
3. Offer financial pack-
ages for companies to 
be able to support their 
labour, as has happened 
in the US and Germany 

...A MATTER 
OF LIVELIHOOD
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or a whopping 89 per cent of the 42.7 million people 
directly employed in the sector, a report by advisory firm 
KPMG said on April 1. The World Travel and Tourism 
Council, a global forum to raise awareness about the 
industry, pegs losses in the Indian sector at nine million. 
The Federation of Indian Export Organisations (FIEO) 
forecasts that over 15 million jobs could be lost in India’s 
export sector as half of all orders got cancelled and units 
are unable to repay loans. CMIE estimates show that 
unemployment shot up from 6.7 per cent in mid-March 
to 23 per cent in the first week of April. 

C
oming as it did at a time when 
the Indian economy was 
already grappling with 
one of its lowest growth 

rates in 10 years, the pandemic-
induced lockdown will only 
further bleed the economy. 
Estimated before the COV-
ID-19 outbreak at roughly 
5 per cent, the growth 
rate for fiscal 2020-21 
is now projected to be 
a dismal 1.5 per cent, 
according to an Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) 
assessment on April 14. And 
even that figure is optimistic, 
considering consultants such as 
McKinsey have predicted negative 
growth now that the lockdown will 
very likely be extended beyond May 3 in 170 ‘hotspots’. 
States that figure in the list of top hotspots are also the 
biggest contributors to the country’s economy. Maha-
rashtra, Delhi and Tamil Nadu, for instance, collectively 
contribute 30 per cent to India’s GDP. This also ex-
plains why the government’s call to open businesses in 
non-hotspots by April 20 evoked a lukewarm response. 
All major consumer markets remain closed, and no 
manufacturer wants to create stockpiles that they can’t 
sell. Disruption in the supply of raw material and labour 
in addition to the threat of criminal prosecution should 
staff get afflicted by the disease has forced companies to 
keep their shutters down. “There is no light at the end 
of the COVID-19 tunnel,” says Manish Sabharwal, co-
founder of TeamLease, an executive hiring firm. “We do 
not even know whether we are in the beginning, middle 
or end of the pandemic.” 

The worst-hit among all sectors are front-end service 
businesses such as aviation, tourism and hospitality, 
followed by manufacturers of ‘non-essential’ goods and 
high-street retail. Mahesh Vyas, MD and CEO of CMIE, 
though, is reluctant to make such distinctions. “It’s like 

trying to spot the difference between 
sitting in an environment that is 

minus 35 degrees and minus 40 
degrees. Both are so numb-
ing that the distinction hardly 

matters,” he says. For instance, in 
March, one week into the lock-

down, the consumption of petroleum 
products dropped 18 per cent, while 

the demand for electricity was down 8.8 
per cent. “Mind you, these are industries 

exempted from the lockdown,” says Vyas. “If 
one screw of an aeroplane doesn’t work, it can’t 

fly,” he says. As many as 45 per cent of the households 
CMIE surveyed during the lockdown said they are 
worse off than they were a year ago. What’s also worry-
ing is the constant decline in India’s labour participation 
rate—from 47-48 per cent before demonetisation to 
45-46 per cent during the note ban in November 2016, 
down to 42-43 per cent after the Goods and Services 
Tax was implemented in July 2017, to 35.5 per cent fol-
lowing six weeks of the lockdown.

As the pain in the economy deepens, the prospect 
of job and salary cuts only worsens. This is because 
very few organisations have the ability to survive 
a sustained lockdown and the resulting economic 
uncertainty. Only 19,500 companies in India have a 
paid-up capital of more than Rs 10 crore and, of our 63 
million enterprises, only 12 million or roughly 19 per 
cent, are registered for GST, says Sabharwal. Salaries 
could well comprise 30-50 per cent of the overall cost of 
companies, depending on the business they are in. Even 
if the lockdown is lifted, one does not know how soon 
the resumed economic activity will be able to generate 
enough cash flows to maintain operations. Till then, 
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companies will have no option but to let go of some staff, 
prune salaries or both.  

To assess the impact on the different sectors of 
the economy, we spoke to a range of entrepreneurs, ex-
ecutives, industry representatives and staff. The picture 
that emerges is one of deep distress and job uncertainty. 

AUTOMOTIVE: A DOWNHILL RIDE
The car industry was one of the first to be affected by 
COVID-19, after imports from China worth $4.7 bil-
lion (Rs 35,720 crore) were hit between January and 
March. By the time supplies from China resumed after 
the disease was contained in Wuhan, India was under 
lockdown. Automakers were already battling a 45 per 
cent year-on-year dip in sales in March, but the com-
plete lockdown poses an even more serious threat to the 
sector, which employs 44 million people and contributes 
9.4 per cent to GDP. Even if the lockdown is lifted on 
May 3, it will take 3-4 months to get production back on 
stream, says CII president and Toyota Kirloskar Motor 
MD Vikram Kirloskar, because “we need to come out 
with a 100 per cent vehicle, not a 99.9 per cent one”. 
Supply chains have been disrupted, and with cash flows 
drying up, those in the auto aftermarket—component 
manufacturers, service centres and dealers—are finding 
it difficult to pay April salaries. Segregating districts 
according to the level of risk from the pandemic, a Crisil 
study shows that ‘high impact’ and ‘very high impact’ 
districts together account for 56 per cent of two-wheeler 
sales and 68 per cent of passenger vehicle sales in India. 
This puts 50 per cent of passenger vehicle sales at risk 
even if the lockdown is lifted on May 3. Pune-based 
Bajaj Auto has proposed a 10 per cent salary cut for all 
employees, with MD Rajiv Bajaj taking a 100 per cent 
pay cut for the extended lockdown period till May 3. In-
dustry players estimate that one-third of the total 
44 million employees, or roughly 14 million, are 
contract labourers, who can potentially lose 
their jobs as factories will keep volumes 
low even after restarting.

“We’re trying very hard not to 
lay off people,” says Kirloskar. “We 
have invested a lot in honing 
their skills. It will be tough [to 
decide].” Even if the industry 
recovers and sales pick up 
gradually (a U-shaped 
recovery), salaries may still 
have to be pared and jobs 
cut, says Deepak Jain, MD 
of Lumax Industries, a large 
components player, and president 
of the Automotive Component 
Manufacturers Association (ACMA). 

The auto components sector alone employs some five 
million people. Dealerships, which number between 
15,000 and 17,000, may see over 1,700 of them exit. 
Overall, the dealership business could lose some 3,400 
jobs right away, according to industry estimates.

AVIATION: GROUNDED BY COVID-19
The airlines sector has been staring at a bottomless 
chasm ever since international flights initially began to 
get cancelled before the ban on all air travel till April 14. 
According to the International Air Transport Associa-
tion, passenger demand may decline by 36 per cent in 
India, and passenger revenue may fall by more than 
$8.8 billion (around Rs 66,880 crore), putting over two 
million jobs at risk, including sectors dependent on avi-
ation. Airlines are facing a liquidity crisis, as apart from 
Indigo Airlines, none of the others have adequate cash 
reserves. On April 30, SpiceJet said it will pay salaries 
in part to 92 per cent of its staff “according to the work 
hours contributed, while maintaining basic thresholds,” 
adding that it won’t cut jobs “at this time”. IndiGo had 
at the beginning of the lockdown announced it would 
cut 25 per cent of staff salaries, but rolled back the deci-
sion on April 24. Kapil Kaul, CEO & director, South 
Asia, of the Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA), 
says of the nearly 60,000 direct jobs in aviation, 25,000 
may get impacted. Even after the sector reopens for 
business, both business and general travel are likely to 
remain subdued for months, while social distancing 
norms would mean airline companies will have to lower 
their capacities per flight, affecting revenues.

REAL ESTATE: ON SHAKY GROUND
The property sector had already been in a precarious 
position for almost three years. Demand had lagged, 

leaving huge inventory. Several developers had 
defaulted on loans and the worsening of the 

NBFC crisis dried up funding, which, in turn, 
increased borrowing cost and strained 

the finances of real estate firms. With 
COVID-19, demand has further dried 

up as potential customers, insecure 
about their jobs and salaries, have 

postponed buying. Moreover, 
physical surveys by prospec-

tive buyers have come to a 
halt during the lockdown. 
According to property 

consultant Anarock, India’s 
top seven cities had unsold 

stock of over 644,000 units 
toward March-end. Of these, 

as many as 35,200 units, worth 
Rs 37,550 crore, are in the disease 

“I EXPECT REDESIGN OF 
HOMES AND OFFICES. 
EXPECT 25 PER CENT 

OF COMMERCIAL SPACE TO 
BECOME VACANT BECAUSE 
PEOPLE WILL WORK FROM 

HOME”
C.P. Gurnani

MD & CEO, Tech Mahindra
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M 
igrant workers, hun-
dreds of thousands 
of whom made their 

way back to native villages and 
towns across India in March as 
the COVID-19 outbreak shut down 
factories and other avenues of 
their employment, are a grim re-
minder of the unique challenge the 
government faces as it looks to 
bring the battered Indian economy 
back on track. According to the 
Economic Survey of 2018-19, re-
leased in July 2019, almost 93 per 
cent of the workforce is ‘informal’. 

Sonu Yadav, 25, from Hisua in 
Bihar’s Nawada district, worked at 
a factory making corrugated boxes 
in Chhattarpur, Delhi. He earned 
about Rs 11,000 a month. When the 
factory shut down on March 20, 
Yadav and 100-odd workers from 
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh were told 
to leave. “We waited for a week, 
hoping work would resume,” says 
Yadav. But with his savings deplet-
ing and the factory refusing to 
pay salaries during the lockdown, 
Yadav decided to walk home. He 
reached the UP border, where 
police put him on a truck that took 

him to his hometown. 
The International Labour Or-

ganization estimates that the CO-
VID-19 crisis could force around 
400 million informal workers 
in India deeper into poverty. To 
soften the blow of the lockdown, 
the government announced a Rs 
1.7 lakh crore package for the 
poor on March 27. Among the 
sops were free rations for three 
months, cooking gas and direct 
cash transfers.

That it could be months 
before migrant workers make 
their way back to cities for 
employment brings up a serious 
manpower crisis for factories 
looking to restart operations once 
the lockdown is lifted. When Rahul 
Ahuja, chairman of the Punjab unit 
of CII, got permission to restart his 
four auto spare parts factories, 
the administration allowed 350 
out of his 1,000 employees to 
work, but only 200 were available. 
Around 3 million migrant workers 
are employed in Punjab. State 
industry representatives say 
factories will not be able to afford 
more than half of these work-

ers during their post-lockdown 
recovery phase. 

Economist Arun Kumar 
considers the situation “worse 
than war”. “During war, factories 
run at full capacity and it is a 
full-employment economy. Today, 
both supply and demand have 
collapsed,” he says, predicting 
that the industry needs at least 
2-3 months to even get a whiff of a 
revival in demand. �
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hotspots of Mumbai and Pune. “Cities like Mumbai 
bear the brunt of the pandemic as packed clusters do 
not allow social distancing,” says Gulam Zia, executive 
director at Knight Frank India, a property consultant. 
The lockdown has plunged both residential and com-
mercial real estate in Mumbai, a key destination for 
realty investors, into uncertainty. Besides, the moment 
Maharashtra lifts the lockdown, hundreds of thou-
sands of migrant labourers in the city, will want to go 
back to their homes in other states. With no guarantee 
of when they will return, says Zia, several projects will 
be in jeopardy. Migrant workers comprise 80 per cent 
of the construction sector’s 44 million workforce. The 
real estate sector as a whole employs 52 million, of 
which 41 million jobs are already affected. “This is like 

death for the sector. We’ll have to wait for its reincarna-
tion,” a consultant says.

TOURISM & HOSPITALITY: NO SHOW
According to a report by ratings agency Care Ratings 
on the Indian hotel industry, the sector is expected to 
book a revenue loss of Rs 1.25 lakh crore in 2019-20, 
assuming a 50 per cent loss in business during Janu-
ary and February this year, and 70 per cent in March 
due to suspension of international flights. The crisis 
will also change the rules of how business is conduct-
ed in the industry, with stricter enforcement of social 
distancing norms. It will be a long time before hotels 
or airlines can run at full capacity. With large-scale 
travel booking cancellations, the sector will incur a 
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loss of Rs 85,000 crore, says the Indian Association of 
Tour Operators. Outbound and inbound travel will be at 
an all-time low even after the lockdown is lifted. Indus-
try experts say the crisis will be greater than 9/11 or the 
2008 financial meltdown.

MSMES: SMALL ISN’T BEAUTIFUL
The lifeblood of the Indian economy, the MSME (mi-
cro, small and medium enterprises) sector has a 120 
million-strong workforce, contributing 33.4 per cent 
to India’s manufacturing output and comprising 45 
per cent of India’s exports. At the same time, the sector 
is also among the most vulnerable—relying heavily on 
day-to-day business to stay afloat and more exposed to 
the vagaries of demand than their larger counterparts. 
They also have minimal reserves to dip into during 
periods of crises. According to estimates by the All-
India Manufacturers Organisation (AIMO), between 
22 million and 51 million jobs will be hit if the lockdown 
extends beyond 4-8 weeks, with disruptions in demand 
as well as in the supply chains, lack of 
economic activity and mounting bills. 
The key export markets of the US 
and UK are shut. Textile companies 
are sitting with ready orders. Being a 
fashion-sensitive market, most of the 
current stock could be dead stock by 
the time the summer season comes to 
a close. With most MSMEs—includ-
ing textile companies—having just 
enough funds to tide over for a month 
perhaps, layoffs of the low-wage work-
ers have already begun.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: A 
NEW Y2K MOMENT
“Nobody knows what’s out there,” says 
Sangeeta Gupta, senior VP and chief 
strategy officer of Nasscom, or the 
National Association of Software and 

Service Companies. India’s IT sector provides direct em-
ployment to 4 million people and indirect employment 
to 10 million. It is also the industry that put India on the 
global map and it continues to attract talent from India 
and abroad. Much of the sector adapted rather quickly to 
the lockdown with a Work from Home (WFH) protocol, 
meeting domestic and international client commitments. 
Nimble digital organisations adapted faster, says Gupta; 
most of the big IT firms have nearly 92-93 per cent of 
their workforce working from home, some even 100 per 
cent. TCS has announced that even when things return 
to normal, 75 per cent of their 450,000 workforce will 
permanently work from home or from anywhere. The 
shift will take place over the next two years. The story 
could well be different for smaller firms, but, fortunately, 
nearly 90 per cent of the IT workforce is employed with 
big tech. Every company is focusing on rationalising costs 
and new fields they can explore. The good news is that 
the big IT firms are not looking at laying off workers. 
However, there will be no increments either this year. C.P. 
Gurnani, CEO of Tech Mahindra, says the new format 
of working has put him in direct touch with a larger em-
ployee base. Senior management at the company is forgo-
ing their variable pay for the year. “We have decided that 
whatever steps we take, will start from the top. People 
who draw less than Rs 3.5 lakh-4 lakh per annum will 
not get any cuts. It all depends on how the market shapes 
up and until we conquer the enemy (COVID-19).”

GEMS & JEWELLERY: LOSING ITS SHEEN
Employing over 4.6 million workers, the gems and jewel-
lery sector is likely to witness 10-20 per cent job losses, 
say industry sources. Although manufacturing units 
have started opening in Jaipur and elsewhere too with 

certain restrictions, the general view 
is that employers will be paying 70 
per cent of total wages for April. The 
two major jewellery shows scheduled 
for August and September in Mumbai 
are likely to be cancelled.

RETAIL: NO ONE’S BUYING
Industry estimates say of the 40-60 
million jobs in Indian retail, 11 mil-
lion are likely to take a hit. While 
production and supply of essential 
goods have continued despite hic-
cups, restarting production for non-
essentials will be a daunting task 
as supply chains remain disrupted 
and bringing migrant labour back 
to the shop floor will be a challenge. 
Malls and shopping complexes will 
continue to be avoided. Demand was 
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already slackening; there will now be even fewer takers for 
higher-priced goods.

***
Many see the present crisis as worse than the one 
precipitated by the 2008 financial meltdown. Nor is anyone 
able to accurately predict how long the pain will last, as a lot 
depends on how the disease spreads and how the coun-
try’s health infrastructure copes with it. Meanwhile, 
industry is looking to the government to announce 
policy measures to save businesses and jobs. 
The US House of Representatives passed a 
$484 billion spending package on April  
23 even as 26 million people filed job-
less claims there since the spread of 
the pandemic. By comparison, the 
Rs 1.7 lakh crore package finance 
minister Nirmala Sitharaman 
announced on March 27 is 
inadequate, say experts. They 
warn that in the effort to fight 
the pandemic, the collapse of live-
lihoods may well prove more grue-
some than the disease itself if effective 
economic remedies are not offered. 
They have called for an additional rescue 
package of Rs 10 lakh crore, about 5 per 
cent of India’s Rs 200 lakh crore economy, to 
redeem businesses. 

T
he aviation sector is seeking a moratorium 
on loans, waiving airport and fuel infrastruc-
ture charges, and bringing aviation turbine fuel 
under GST. The auto industry wants the govern-

ment to spur demand by reducing taxes and making loans 
cheaper. The government is also being expected to back 
firms taking bank loans with guarantees, and smaller 
players and dealerships are looking for a moratorium on 
bank loans. The real estate sector wants the government 
to stimulate demand through incentives, relaxing Real 
Estate Regulatory Act (RERA) compliance for projects 
for a maximum of six months, and fixing lending rates 
for realty projects at a lower repo rate. Travel and tourism 
services are demanding a GST holiday, a waiver for the 
next year on all power tariffs and property and excise taxes 
and working capital at lower interest rates. The textile sec-
tor, meanwhile, is seeking an extension of the tax compli-
ance deadline, more credit support, waiver of electricity 
charges and other such rentals. The retail sector is seeking 
an extension of the 270-day moratorium on instalment 
and interest payments on term loans, GST waivers and 
faster clearances on production of non-essentials. It is also 
hoping for higher credit from banks and NBFCs. MSMEs 
are seeking government support to compensate for wages, 

power tariff waivers and relief from declaration as non-
performing asset.

THE FUTURE WORKPLACE
COVID-19 has fast-forwarded changes in the workplace 
that will impact how business is done and businesses are 
run. Flexible work schedules, partitioned work spaces, 

lesser travel and conferencing, staggered work-
place attendance and small huddle spaces will be 

the new norms. In large manufacturing units, 
new-age technologies such as artificial 

intelligence, machine learning as well 
as robotics are likely to gain ground. 

As migrant workers leave cities, 
wages for semi-skilled workers 

could even go up. The displaced 
workforce in cities could find 

itself absorbed in logistics, 
sales or customer services. 
India could see a surge 

in the gig economy, with 
more workers being hired on 

contract and less job security 
as companies look for ways to 

curtail fixed costs. 
On the bright side, however, T.V. 

Mohandas Pai, chairman of Manipal 
Global Education, predicts a surge in pro-

ductivity. Organisations will be deconstructed to become 
more efficient, agile and fluid. “If a sales meeting can be 
done on the phone and the sales agent can accomplish 10 
meetings like that as against three in-person meetings, 
the results are positive,” he says. As India explores new 
ideas and ways of doing business, start-ups with disrup-
tive ideas could become the big gainers. Capital to scale 
will not come easy but India will emerge as one of the 
favoured destinations for investments. Experts say sec-
tors such as specialised e-commerce, e-health, education 
and entertainment will get a push. 

However, India too, like the rest of the world, is 
currently grappling with uncertainty. Never mind in-
novation—most companies are struggling to maintain 
continuity. India’s crisis is amplified (or exacerbated) 
by all the red tape and the unease of doing business in a 
regulatory framework that requires businesses to jump 
through a myriad clearance hoops. At the same time, 
India is uniquely placed to take advantage of the new 
business wariness about China. It should, as Teamlease’s 
Manish Sabharwal put it, go for “flick-of-the-pen reforms 
and long-term structural reforms”. In waging its dour 
battle against the corona pandemic, India should not lose 
sight of the opportunity this great adversity brings. �
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FAILING 
THE 
TEST
The furore over Chinese rapid antibody 
testing kits reveals a number of problems, 
from ‘faulty’ equipment, long supply 
chains, disagreements on interpretation 
and even crisis-profiteering

By Sonali Acharjee

On April 16, a special Air India cargo flight landed in 
New Delhi, carrying a consignment of 276,000 rapid 
antibody testing kits from Guangzhou Wondfo Biotech, 
a Chinese medical technology firm. Designed to test for 
possible exposure to COVID-19 by detecting the pres-
ence of antibodies in blood samples, the arrival of these 
kits was greeted with much enthusiasm. They were 
expected to play an important role in India’s efforts to 
map the spread of the virus.

India, which had tested 770,764 samples as on 
April 29, is still far from reaching the testing rates 
of countries like South Korea or the US, which have 
preferred mass testing over lockdowns. Both those 
countries have made wide use of rapid antibody tests, 
one of the reasons their testing numbers are so high.

Suresh Kulandaivel, director of Matrix Labs, Chen-
nai, which holds a licence from the Drugs Controller 
General of India (DCGI) to import the testing kits, had 
been awaiting the shipment for almost a week. “There 
were some delays in custom clearances,” he says. His re-
lief at their arrival was to be short-lived. Once received, 
the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) in 
Delhi distributed them to states across the country; but 
soon, complaints started pouring in from Rajasthan, 
Maharashtra and West Bengal, disputing the accuracy 
of the results these kits provided.

Rajasthan, which received 30,000 kits, used them 
to test a number of samples, of which 36 were found to 
be positive. However, follow-up confirmatory tests using 
the PCR (polymerase chain reaction) method turned out 
negative. To clear up the matter, Rajasthan additional 
chief secretary of health Rohit K. Singh set up a com-
mittee of doctors and microbiologists to investigate. 
They administered the antibody test to 168 patients who 
had tested positive for COVID-19 via the PCR method 
at least eight days prior—long enough for antibodies to 
have appeared in their blood samples. The Chinese test 
kits identified only ninc of them as COVID-19 positive. A 
notice was then sent to the ICMR, informing the agency 
that the kits had an accuracy of just 5.4 per cent. 
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QUALITY CONTROL

On March 27-28, the ICMR had cleared a tender for 
500,000 kits from Wondfo, with another 250,000 kits 
being ordered from another Chinese firm, Zhuhai Livzon 
Diagnostics. The agency says these kits were being pro-
cured at the request of states. On April 5, after the ICMR 
had placed its order, researchers at Oxford University 
found that a batch of Wondfo kits, which the UK had 
placed an order for, did not perform well or meet the cri-
teria for a reliable test. The UK reportedly paid $20 mil-
lion for around 2 million kits and is now 
hoping for a refund. “If we were procuring 
kits from China and questions about their 
quality were being raised globally, more 
due diligence should have been done,” says 
Malini Aisola, co-convenor of the All India 
Drug Action Network (AIDAN).

However, the tender for the 500,000 
kits from Wondfo did include a key clause 
which stated that the ICMR reserved the 
right to do random-lot testing or pre-ship-
ment testing for quality. “I was surprised 
when I heard [that countries are] depend-
ing so heavily on antibody testing,” says 

Leena Menghaney, regional head for Médecins Sans 
Frontières, who has worked closely on HIV and viral 
hepatitis diagnosis in India. “In the past, [when using 
antibody kits to test for] viral hepatitis, we found that 
judging the quality of such kits is difficult and that they 
have had a history of high false negatives.”

According to the terms of the ICMR tender, any 
item found not acceptable would be returned and was 
to be replaced in a timely manner. Whether the agency 
performed random-lot tests on the 276,000-kit con-
signment when it was received on April 16 is uncertain. 
The ICMR did not respond to enquiries on this point. 

WHERE DID WE GO WRONG?

On April 27, the ICMR issued a notice asking states 
to halt the use of these testing kits and for them to be 
returned. The ICMR’s notification stated that the kits 
had ‘shown wide variation in their sensitivity, despite 
early promise of good performance’. This led to a rebuke 
from the Chinese embassy in India. Chinese counselor 
Ji Rong called it “unfair and irresponsible for certain 
individuals to label Chinese products as faulty”. She, 
and both the manufacturers, have stated that the kits 
are certified, suggesting that improper storage or han-
dling might be the problem. Given the lack of an official 
enquiry so far, it is difficult to assign blame; but there 
are some potential mistakes already visible.

First, we may have misjudged quality from the 
start. International bodies like the European Com-
mission have laid down some essential parameters 
on which rapid antibody kits should be judged. This 
includes the type of test, the nature of the test, the mea-
sured target, individuals that these tests can be used on, 
the type of specimen required, how the tests are to be 
stored, the required qualification for staff using them, 
guidance on interpretation of results and the potential 
limitations in terms of false positives and negatives. 

“I sent a sample kit to the National Institute of 
Virology, Pune (NIV-Pune), for testing along with all 

relevant paperwork, before I was is-
sued a licence,” says Kulandaivel. The 
protocol NIV-Pune used to approve the 
Wondfo kits has not been made public. 
It is also not clear if the other rapid kit 
brands approved by the laboratory were 
graded in terms of quality, ease of use 
and other potential limitations, and 
if these formed the basis on which the 
ICMR decided to order from Wondfo. 

The use of these kits and interpre-
tation of their results, as pointed out by 
the manufacturer, could have also been 
an issue. Not all states have reported 

THE ICMR HAS 
ASKED STATES 
TO STOP USING 
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PERFORMING

 FIRST LINE OF DEFENCE 

Health workers take blood samples  
at a testing centre in Chennai



problems with the kits. Chhattisgarh and Gujarat, for 
example, have not done so. Gujarat even went ahead and 
began using the 24,000 kits it received from the ICMR in 
30 of its 33 districts. Gujarat principal secretary of health, 
Jayanti Ravi, says the kits were calibrated for use and train-
ing was given to healthcare workers on how to use them. 
“The test is only for surveillance, to give us an idea of which 
areas might have exposure to COVID,” says Ravi. 

Chhattisgarh, which received 4,800 kits, had con-
ducted 392 tests, of which four were positive. “We didn’t 
have any issues with the [Chinese] kits. But given the 
questions about their accuracy, we decided to place an 
order with a South Korean firm, SD Biosensor, for 25,000 
kits at Rs 400 each. These have arrived. We will begin 
using them this week, but only to check immunological 
status and see if there is a possibility that the virus could 
be present in a hotspot or non-hotspot. If a person is posi-
tive in a rapid test but negative in PCR, it could suggest 
they were a carrier at some point. Such data is useful for 
contact tracing,” says Chhattisgarh health minister T.S. 
Singh Deo. SD Biosensor has said it has also received 
an order for 100,000 kits from the ICMR. Its tests are 
manufactured at a plant near Manesar, Haryana. 

T
he Chinese kits have specific usage protocols. 
“From what I have seen of the rapid test proto-
cols, most of them need to be stored at a certain 
temperature—around 25-30 degrees Celsius,” 

says Dr Arjun Dang, a pathologist and CEO of Dr Dang’s 
Lab, one of India’s leading pathology labs. “If the kits are 
left out [in the open] for even a short amount of time, it 
could affect their accuracy. After being opened, they must 
also be used within a specified time period.” 

Wondfo Biotech has agreed to cooperate with In-
dian agencies looking into the matter. In a letter, the 
company also pointed out that detection rates for an-
tibody tests become higher as the body recovers from 
the virus, and that those who have tested positive with 
an antibody test might show up as 
negative in a PCR test if the virus 
has already been neutralised by the 
antibodies. Similarly, a negative re-
sult in an antibody test could appear 
alongside a positive result in a PCR 
test because the virus is present but 
antibodies have not built up in the 
blood. “One test detects the virus, the 
other detects the antibodies,” says Dr 
Sreedhar Mayavan, managing direc-
tor of PrimeGen Healthcare Labs in 
Chennai. “Both might not be present 
at the same time. Antibody tests are 
best used to detect past exposure to 
infection. Different tests are used at 

different stages of viral infection. Moreover, to evaluate 
any diagnostic kit, you need a greater range of samples 
than a few hundred.”

PRICING PROBLEMS

There are other issues attached to the rapid kits contro-
versy. A major allegation is that of private profiteering.

Chinese companies expect advance payment for most 
medical equipment. For the Wondfo consignment, Matrix 
Labs paid the full amount up front—Rs 12.25 crore for 
500,000 kits. However, Matrix did not sell these kits di-
rectly to the ICMR. That sale took place through a dealer, 
Delhi-based Rare Metabolics, which claims to be the sole 
distributor for Matrix’s imported kits. (Though Matrix 
sold kits to the Tamil Nadu government through a differ-
ent dealer, Shan Biotech & Diagnostics.) Rare purchased 
the kits from Matrix at Rs 21 crore, and then sold them on 
to the ICMR for Rs 30 crore, bringing the price to Rs 600 
per kit. Matrix says that while Rare promised full pay-
ment, it has only received Rs 12.75 crore so far. A petition 
was filed in the Delhi High Court on April 24 to settle the 
matter. The final understanding was that Matrix would 
supply the remaining 224,000 kits due to the ICMR and 
that Rare would pay Matrix the full amount of Rs 21 crore 
for 500,000 kits. 

On April 27, Matrix received the remaining 224,000 
kits, as well as a fresh consignment of 500,000 more kits. 
(Of this new batch, 50,000 kits will go to the government 
of Tamil Nadu, which had placed a separate order at the 
same rate as the ICMR.) This leaves Matrix with 450,000 
kits, which the high court said it could sell, at no more than 
Rs 400 per kit, directly to any state government or private 
entity it wished to. Kripa Shanker Gupta, director of Rare 
Metabolics, declined to comment when contacted.

The court did not rule on whether the ICMR needs to 
pay Rare Metabolics the full Rs 30 crore for the 500,000 
kits. The ICMR has clarified that the price band at which 

it was permitted to procure rapid 
tests was Rs 528-795. Four bids were 
received for the tender issued and it 
picked the lowest price quoted. “The 
raw cost of rapid kits is minimal,” says 
Aisola. “Why we decided to have such 
a long supply chain instead of procur-
ing kits directly from the importer 
to keep costs at the minimum is a 
mystery. If it was done to keep costs 
low, the quality has turned out to be 
poor. If it was done in the interest of 
time, it has not served its purpose. 
We are in the fifth week of lockdown 
and wide-scale testing in all states is 
yet to take off.” 

EXPERTS ASK WHY 
THERE IS SUCH 
A LONG SUPPLY 
CHAIN, SAYING 

THAT KITS SHOULD 
BE PROCURED 

DIRECTLY FROM 
IMPORTERS, 

RATHER THAN 
THROUGH DEALERS

S P E C I A L  R E P O R T
R A P I D  T E S T  K I T S



NOW WHAT?

India’s testing rate varies significantly from state to state. 
Those with lower numbers, like West Bengal or Bihar (test-
ing at 121 and 162 per million respectively), say they are 
awaiting supplies. States with high testing rates but also 
high rates of infection, such as Delhi and Rajasthan (test-
ing at 1,880 and 1,885 per million, respectively), also say 
they need more kits. “From a quality and treatment point 
of view, the gold standard is a PCR test. India has a fairly 
good capacity to conduct PCR tests given our history with 
HIV, viral hepatitis and TB diagnosis,” says Menghaney. 
This is true. Not only have we cleared five companies to 
manufacture PCR kits in India but we have the existing 
infrastructure for it. Andhra Pradesh, for example, has a 
True-Nat machine—which uses PCR technology—in every 
public health centre in the state. However, the issue here 
is not a shortage of devices, but of the chemicals they use.

“The [production of the] reagents needed to convert 
RNA to DNA in the PCR test [rests] largely with Roche 
and ThermoFisher,” says Menghaney. There is currently 

a global shortage of these chemicals, with France, the 
US and the Netherlands reporting diminished reserves. 
There is no reported data as to the Indian stockpile of 
these critical resources. 

Given the shortage of reagents and our large popula-
tion, rapid kits are necessary for our national cluster con-
tainment strategy, helping public health officials quickly 
identify and segregate areas which could have had some 
exposure to COVID-19. The DCGI and ICMR have ap-
proved 100 suppliers for rapid kits. Of these, 68 firms 
supply Chinese kits and 14 of them sell kits from Wondfo. 
While states are free to order from any of these suppliers, 
they will need to invest heavily in quality control. 

As the country prepares to come out of lockdown, 
the only sure way to identify asymptomatic COVID-19 
spreaders will be reliable diagnostic tools. The ICMR 
has clarified that the faulty Chinese kits have not cost the 
country a single rupee. However, it has cost us time and 
confidence, something we can ill-afford in a pandemic. �

—with Romita Datta, Kiran D. Tare  
and Rohit Parihar

THE DEBATE
Experts are divided on the usefulness of rapid antibody tests

AN ESSENTIAL TOOL
Quick response: Rapid antibody tests are faster 
and cheaper than PCR tests and essential to 
gauge community spread and identify areas with 
possible exposure to COVID-19 

Few alternatives: The gold standard is the PCR 
test. However, the chemical reagents needed for 
these are in short supply around the world

Pressing need: Diagnosis is the only way to 
locate asymptomatic carriers and trace their con-
tacts. A combination of antibody and PCR tests 
would be ideal, with antibody testing for surveil-
lance and the latter for confirmation

A PROBLEMATIC SOLUTION
Accuracy issues: They can have wide variations in 
specificity and sensitivity, and several countries have 
raised quality issues. They also have precise storage 
and use protocols which affect their performance 

Long supply chain: Although approved, an indig-
enous antibody kit isn’t in the market yet. Importing 
them or buying from foreign companies can lead to 
private profiteering and accountability issues

Interpretation problems: Rapid antibody test 
results cannot always be compared against PCR test 
results. Those cured of COVID-19 will have antibod-
ies in their blood for some time after they recover

 CATCHING 
THE VIRUS 
Samples 
being tested 
at a rapid 
test centre in 
Odisha 
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THE NEW 
ACTION 
HEROES

India’s districts are the ground zero in the country’s war 
against the coronavirus. And administrative officers are 

rewriting the rulebook as they navigate the pandemic

By the last week of March, the 
textile town of Bhilwara in 
Rajasthan had become a CO-
VID-19 hotspot with 27 positive 
cases and two deaths. The dis-
trict admini   stration swung into 
action, implementing a ruthless 
lockdown strategy backed by a 
curfew. The district was isolated, 
hotspots identified, door-to-
door screening along with 
aggressive contact tracing done 
while healthcare infrastructure 

such as quarantine facilities and 
isolation wards ramped up. To 
keep people indoors, essential 
items were delivered to residents 
at their doorstep. The result: 
Bhilwara has not reported a new 
case since March 30. Of the 27 
people who were infected, 17 
have recovered.

The Bhilwara model is be-
ing replicated in the state’s other 
districts and has received praise 
from the entire country. Behind 
the planning and implementation 
of this successful strategy was dis-
trict magistrate Rajendra Bhatt. 
Like this 57-year-old officer, who 
was nominated to the IAS in 
2007, many other administrative 
officers across India are playing a 

critical role in the country’s fight 
against the coronavirus. While 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 
Union government has been 
leading the national strategy, the 
districts are ground zero, where 
the real war is on. The district 
administrations are fighting it on 
many fronts and, amid all of it, 
every step must be taken to arrest 
the spread of the disease. The 
job doesn’t end at containment, 
they now have to hand-hold the 
country’s economic revival, and 
it starts with the factories and 
farms in their jurisdiction. 

That’s where the leadership in 
the district comes into play. Like 
Bhatt, his colleagues across India 
have had to face the most unprec-

By Kaushik Deka
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edented challenges in these past 
few days. The country’s poor health 
infrastructure and weak social 
security system have made their job 
more complicated as they walk the 
tightrope between saving lives and 
livelihoods. They have risen to the 
challenge, working unreasonable 
hours, thinking and innovating on 
their feet, and, when needed, don-
ning the role of ruthless administra-
tor. They have risked infection to 
stand by the health workers, mu-
nicipal staff and police force. The 16 
district warriors profiled here offer 
a glimpse of India’s frontline fight 
against COVID-19. Their stories 
are emblematic of the efforts and 
sacrifices of their many colleagues in 
districts across the country. �

One Step 
Ahead

ALL TOGETHER

Konduru explains how barricading 
works to local elders outside the 
Karimnagar District Collectorate

O
n March 13, when 
the first COVID-19 
positive case of an 

Indonesian Islamic preacher 
was detected in Karimnagar, 
Konduru sensed that he 
had an extraordinary chal-
lenge on his hands. Part of 
a 16-member group from 
Indonesia, the preacher had 
attended the Tablighi Jamaat 
congregation in Delhi. His 
testing positive was the 
first signal that the markaz 
was emerging as a super-
spreader in the country.

SHASHANKA KONDURU, 3 4
Collector

Total area
2,128 sq. km

Population
1,004,897

KARIMNAGAR, TELANGANA

Cases

19
Recovered

8
Deaths

0

*All COVID-19 numbers 
are as on Apr. 29
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In less than a week, on 
March 23, the first local 
transmission—a primary 
contact of the Indonesian 
group—emerged. Konduru ini-
tiated contact-tracing through 
the IDSP (Integrated Disease 
Surveillance Programme) 
and police teams identified 
the area and the routes the 
carriers took. Movement was 
restricted in the area they had 
stayed in, a mosque in Karim-
nagar. Konduru earmarked the 
epicentre and buffer zones 
and initiated rapid health 
surveys as well as special 
sanitation drives. 

A door-to-door search of 
13,428 households was done 
in Karimnagar city. Some 70 
people were identified as pos-
sible carriers and though all 
but one tested negative, they 
were kept under quarantine. 
Konduru reached out to com-
munity elders to gain their 
confidence and encourage 
voluntary compliance.

Meanwhile, the Karim-
nagar district hospital (DH) 
arranged a 200-bed Covid 
ward, including a 25-bed ICU 
facility and six ventila-
tors. While the DH facility 
was ready by mid-March, 
Konduru roped in the two 
private medical colleges in 

Karimnagar—Chalmeda and 
Prathima—where 500 beds 
and 100 ICU beds respectively 
were earmarked for COVID-19 
patients if and when needed. 

Creating systems, 
ensuring accountability and a 
focused approach being Kon-
duru’s watchwords, it meant 
undertaking several tasks. 
Among them were strategis-
ing the district’s approach and 
procedural aspects as events 
unfolded each day; ensuring 
teams of different depart-
ments were protected and at 
the same time motivated; and 
ensuring the best care pos-
sible for those infected.

“In a pandemic-like situ-
ation, the challenge is to gain 
the confidence of the com-
munity,” admits Shashanka. 
“Continuous dialogue and 
communication has helped 
in this. A systematic app-
roach and compliance with 
protocols irrespective of an 
area or a person has enabled 
us to gain the confidence of 
everyone.” Karimnagar is 
no communal tinderbox but 
there was the risk of a sharp 
divide escalating, but that is in 
the past now. Chief Minister 
K. Chandrashekar Rao had 
announced that he would visit 
Karimnagar, his former Lok 
Sabha constituency which 
now has a BJP MP, but later 
abandoned the plan. �

—Amarnath K. Menon

 BE SAFE
Mishra at a migrants 
shelter run by the Radha 
Soami Satsang in Delhi 

Ruthless
Enforcer

PERFORMANCE 
INDEX
The 250-bed quaran-
tine facility he set up 
in early March helped 
house the primary con-
tacts of Covid cases; 
started a telemedicine 
facility on COVID-19; 
launched a helpline, 
Cheyutha, to offer psy-
chological assistance 
to people in the wake 
of the outbreak

DR B.M. MISHRA , 4 0
District Magistrate

Total area
250 sq. km

Population
2,731,929

SOUTH DELHI,  DELHI

Cases

140
Recovered

30
Deaths

0

USP
Creating enabling 
systems, ensuring 
accountability and 

protocol adherence as 
well as daily follow-

ups with his core 
team to iron out 

irritants
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made the contact survey very aggressive 
from the beginning,” he says. Mishra 
gets real-time updates about all de-
velopments in the district on a Google 
spreadsheet on his phone.

The first positive case in the district 
was reported on March 16, of an NRI 
who had travelled from Singapore. 
The tech-savvy officer uses two mobile 
apps—Home Quarantine and Con-
tainment Survey—in the containment 
battle. The former alerts officials if a 
home-quarantined person breaches the 
50-100-metre radius outside while the 
latter collates real-time information 
gathered by volunteers during door-to-
door surveys in containment zones (eight 
out of 79 in South Delhi). The Delhi 
government now plans to use these apps 
in the other 10 districts as well. 

The biggest challenge has been 
dealing with the slum clusters with 
over 300,000 population. “We printed 
awareness material before Holi (March 
10), way ahead of the lockdown, and 
also asked resident welfare associations 
to stop allowing workers in. It helped 
contain the spread in the slums,” says the 
DM. Free food has been arranged for the 
out-of-work masses. “We have been feed-
ing 110,000 people at 600 places across 
the district,” he says. 

An aggressive containment drive 
was also undertaken in Sangam Vihar, 
a congested neighbourhood considered 
Asia’s largest unauthorised colony. Over 
10,000 people were screened and 15,000 
contained in three different zones there. 

A big success has been the 
supply of essential goods, 

for which the district was 
divided into 70 cluster 
zones. The supply chain 
was ensured by advance 
planning and transit passes 

were given to wholesale and 
distribution networks. The 

district has also allowed many 
standalone shops to open. South 

Delhi was the first district in the coun-
try to issue passes to Amazon to deliver 
essentials on the first day of the lock-
down. “There were initial hiccups, but 
they were sorted out,” says Mishra. �

-Gulam Jeelani

O
n the night of April 13, the 
South Delhi district adminis-
tration was informed about a 
pizza delivery boy testing posi-

tive for COVID-19. A team of officials, 
led by district magistrate B.M. Mishra, 
launched a massive search to find the 
patient and the people he had contacted. 
The team didn’t go home on the night of 
April 13 till all the contacts of the boy 
and the 72 families he delivered pizzas to 
were traced and quarantined. It turned 
out he had given samples for testing on 
April 11 but still delivered pizzas for the 
next two days. On April 20, all his 16 
high-risk contacts tested negative.

Mishra, who had worked as a 
junior resident at a Delhi hospital bef-
ore joining the IAS in 2008, believes 
“ruthless containment” is the key in 
the fight against the coronavirus. “I 

PERFORMANCE 
INDEX
Undertook an aggres-
sive containment drive 
in Sangam Vihar, a 
congested neighbour-
hood often referred to as 
Asia’s largest unauthor-
ised colony. Over 10,000 
people were screened 
and 15,000 contained in 
three different zones

USP
Uses two mobile 

apps, Home Quaran-
tine and Containment 

Survey, to good effect. 
Delhi now plans to 
use them in other 

districts

YASIR IQBAL
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Corona Shielder
T

he Nashik municipal commission-
er had formed 170 surveillance 
teams on March 3, the day Maha-

rashtra’s first COVID-19 positive patient 
was detected in nearby Pune. On March 
10, when Nashik got its first patient, a 
member of the Tablighi Jamaat who had 
returned from the markaz in Delhi, 
Game aggressively started 
tracing his close contacts 
and quarantining them. 
By then, Nashik’s Zakir 
Hussain Hospital, run 
by the Nashik Municipal 
Corporation (NMC), was 
equipped with 300 beds. 
The city has a strong team of 
1,200 doctors. 

The biggest challenge has been 
tracing suspected patients. Game 
developed a mobile app, the ‘Corona 
Kavach’, to keep track of high-risk 
patients. Installing the app is mandatory 
for everyone who is quarantined. “It 

helped us geo-tag them to trace their 
movements,” says Game. On April 21, 
there were only 10 positive patients 
in Nashik, despite 705 people from 
COVID-19 affected areas visiting the 
city. Game traced down all 705 and 
their close contacts to screen them for 

symptoms. Of the 427 quaran-
tined people, 300 have been 

discharged. On April 21, 
there were 46 people 
under close watch.

Nashik city is now 
in the orange zone, so 

the lockdown is par-
tially lifted. A mobile app, 

‘Nashik Bazar’, has been 
designed to facilitate direct sell-

ing of vegetables by farmers. Game has 
designated one farmer in each of the 
city’s 122 wards. “We ensured that the 
people got essential items in their vicin-
ity. It helped avoid crowding,” he says. �

-Kiran D. Tare

PERFORMANCE INDEX
Roped in experts to design 
a mobile application to 
facilitate direct selling of 
vegetables by farmers to 
consumers. Designated 
one farmer in each of 
the 122 wards in the city; 
opened 100 temporary 
centres where people 
could buy grocery

USP
 Applying technol-

ogy to track, screen 
and treat close con-

tacts of Covid patients, 
apart from ensuring 

essential supplies 
to citizens

RADHAKRISHNA GAME , 4 6
Municipal Commissioner

Total area
264 sq. km

Population
4,000,000

NASHIK, MAHARASHTRA

Cases

512
Recovered

500
Deaths

0

ORANGE ZONE Game with district officials in Nashik
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J
ain took charge of Vidisha just 11 
days before the national lockdown. 
He put his medical training to good 

use, doing mock drills 
and segregat-
ing COVID-19 
wards into five 
categories, 
according to 
severity of 
infection. This 
helped contain 
the virus’s spread.

The Tablighi 
Jamaat markaz was a concern here too. 
Jain organised tests for asymptomatic 
cases which helped Vidisha find its 
first case on April 5—a member of the 
Jamaat, who had travelled to Delhi. His 
contact history helped identify 11 other 
infected people. 

What added to Vidisha’s troubles 
was its proximity to Bhopal—60 km 
away—which has emerged as a hotspot. 
A large number of government em-
ployees travel every day for work from 
Bhopal to Vidisha. The collector has put 
a stop to this for now. As for the post-
lockdown strategy, Jain is focusing on 
oxygen cylinders and not ventilators to 
take care of patients if and when a spike 
in Covid cases happens. �

-Rahul Noronha

C
houdhary has been on the 
frontlines of the COVID-19 
battle since February 8 
when local students study-

ing in China started to arrive in the 
Valley. An awareness campaign was 
started immediately to sensitise 
the population. Compared to other 
districts, Srinagar is well-equipped 
with tertiary care hospitals as well 
as the super-speciality centre at the 
government medical college. The 
deputy commissioner came up with 
an emergency response and manage-

ment centre (ERMC) and web and 
mobile applications for integrated 
COVID-19 management. It moni-
tors operations of quarantine and 
isolation centres from a control room 
and enables officers to take decisions 
based on real-time data. The ERMC 
helpline handles 1,000 calls a day.

Choudhary also got a mobile 
app, the JKCoVID Symptom Tracker, 
developed to monitor the movements 
of COVID-19 patients. Another web 
application, ‘Talaash’, helps people 
‘self-report’ their location. 

A big concern has been ensuring 
availability of essential items. He has 
introduced home-delivery of rice and 
LPG for beneficiaries and a helpline 
for the aged and migrant labourers. 
Some 30,000 quintals of foodgrains 
are to be distributed free of cost 
among 140,000 BPL families in the 
district. Around 100,000 families 
have got the rations so far. �

-Moazum Mohammad

WATCHING 
THE VALLEY 

DOCTOR’S ORDER

LONG HAUL
Dr Choudhary at a 
quarantine centre 

in Srinagar

PERFORMANCE INDEX
Started an emergency 
response centre with 
applications for real-
time integrated COVID-19 
management; introduced 
home delivery of rice and 
LPG and a helpline for the 
aged and migrant labour

USP
A medical graduate, 
Jain went for testing 

beyond ICMR
protocols which 

helped detect
patients who were 

asymptomatic

DR SHAHID IQBAL 
CHOUDHARY, 3 9
Deputy Commissioner

DR PANKA J JAIN,  3 7
Collector

Total area
1,979 sq. km

Population
1,269,751

SRINAGAR, J&K

Cases

87
Recovered

51
Deaths

2
Total area
7,317 sq. km

Population
1,458,875

VIDISHA, MP

Cases

13
Recovered

13
Deaths

0

MASK ON, PLEASE Dr Jain 
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K
angra got into war mode 
against COVID-19 as soon as 
the first case was detected 

on March 20, sealing the borders 
and suspending trains and 
flights. Section 144 had 
already been imposed on 
March 16 and religious 
institutions were 
shut down. Rigorous 
contact-tracing began 
and drones are being 
used for surveillance 
during the lockdown. “The 
pre-emptive steps taken by the 
district administration has had a re-
markable impact,” says Deepak Saini, 
a resident of Palampur. 

An awareness campaign started 
with the help of ASHA and anganwadi 
workers and patwaris and panchayat 

members. At least 1,000 private 
numbers/ WhatsApp contacts of 
officials were shared with the public. 
District magistrate R.K. Prajapati has 
remained accessible on the phone 
24x7, communicating directly with the 
callers. Shops have been designated 
for home-delivery of essentials; 
the district administration has also 
ensured 10,000 home-deliveries of 
medicines to patients. Social security 

pensions have been distributed 
to over 100,000 people 

at their homes through 
post-offices. 

Uncertainty, 
though, prevails over 
the return of locals 

stranded in places of 
employment outside 

Kangra. Prajapati has not al-
lowed inter-district travel and has 

set up buffer quarantine centres in 
the border areas. Post-lockdown, he 
plans to keep the inter-state move-
ment under check and conduct rapid 
antibody tests at the borders. �

—Rajiv Phull

QUICK MOVER

 CONSTANT VIGILANCE Prajapati inspects a market in Dharamshala

G
aurav Singh Sogarwal’s primary 
objective has been to ensure the 
supply of essential items to the 

people. His administration created the 
‘onlinefoodz.com’ portal with the help 
of two local youths for door-to-door 
delivery. Around 20 delivery executives 
were roped in. The Gorakhpur tehsil 
linked all foodgrains and agricultural 
produce with the portal. It received 
over 1,000 orders the very first day. 
Soon, more people approached the 
administration to participate in its 
efforts to streamline supplies and the 
number of such portals increased to 
nine. Sogarwal defined an eight-point 
charter for the portals, which included 
that every order be delivered with-
out fail. Only 14 essential items were 
identified for supplies. The norms 
ensured that there were no reports 
of black-marketeering or overpricing. 
The project’s success is marked by the 
over 200,000 orders placed in the first 
phase of the lockdown. �

— Ashish Misra

At Your Doorstep

 
USP

Often inspects 
Kangra’s borders, 

travelling  
over 400 km a day,  

to ensure that  
the lockdown is 

effective

PERFORMANCE INDEX 
Set up two quarantine cen-
tres with 350 beds and ‘flu 
centres’ in all major hos-
pitals to ensure COVID-19 
isolation; organised ration 
for 36,904 people without 
ration cards; arranged 
transport of farmers’ 
produce to mandis, e-PASS 
system with the help of NIC

GAURAV SINGH 
S O G A RWA L ,  3 1
Joint Magistrate

RAKESH KUMAR 
PRA JAPATI,  3 3
District Magistrate

Total area  

3 sq. km

Population 

4,440,895

GORAKHPUR, UP

Cases 

1
Recovered 

0
Deaths 

0

Total area  

5,739 sq. km

Population  

1,510,075

KANGRA, HP

Cases 

5
Recovered 

3
Deaths 

1
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 SETTING THE PACE Sogarwal
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W
hen the first 
COVID-19 case 
surfaced in Vado-

dara on March 24, collector 
Shalini Agrawal immediately 
chalked out a strategy to deal 
with the emergency situation. 
And leakproof containment 
emerged as an integral part 
of the district administra-
tion’s strategy. 

On April 4, when a CO-
VID-19 case was discovered in 
Ikhar village in the bordering 
Bharuch district, she sealed 
eight neighbouring villages 
in the district. The district 
administration ensured that 
essential items were home-
delivered to the villagers. The 
strategy paid off as these vil-

lages have been COVID-free.
The three areas of 

Vado  dara city which first 
saw positive cases—Nagar-
wada, Saiyadwada and 
Tandalja—were also sealed 
and designated red zones. 
Door-to-door screening was 
done, during which Agrawal 
also started random sampling 
for COVID-19 cases—the first 
time in Gujarat. For this, she 
had a mobile ambulance with 
a team of two doctors and 
two nurses accompanying 
the health officials. As many 
as 75 asymptomatic cases 
were discovered. They were 
moved to a special quaran-
tine facility created at the 
Ebrahim Bawany Industrial 

Training Institute on the city’s 
outskirts. Vadodara has 500 
beds for COVID-19 patients  
with another 500 beds are 
coming up by next week. 
There is quarantine facility of 
2,500 beds with provisions 
being made for an-
other 2,500. The 
authorities have 
156 ventilators.

Agrawal 
has also been 
taking mea-
sures to support 
the marginalised 
classes during the 
lockdown. Around 35,000 
people without ration cards in 
the district—mostly migrant 
labour—have been brought 
under the Gujarat Anna 
Brahma Yojana—so that they 
are eligible for free rations. 
She also supervised the 
distribution of rations to 1.2 
million people who were not 
covered under the National 
Food Security Act.

Vadodara has opened 
4,500 of the 9,000 big and 
medium industrial units in 

rural areas. Some 45,000 
workers have reported for 
duty so far. Agrawal’s office 
has put out a fixed format 
online where units can apply 
for permission to open with 
an undertaking that they will 

adhere to all social 
distancing rules.  

Economic activity 
in areas under 
the Vadodara 
Municipal 
corporation will 

take time to start.
For the people 

of Vadodara, Agrawal’s 
proactive measures are no 
surprise. The 2005 batch IAS 
officer had earlier won rec-
ognition as the best district 
collector and best district 
development officer under the 
Gujarat government. Mean-
while, more good news—45 
COVID-19 patients who were 
discharged from the quaran-
tine centre at the technical 
institute have said they’ll do-
nate blood for plasma therapy 
to help critical patients. �

- Uday Mahurkar

Sharp Strategist

 INSPECTION ROUND 
Agrawal at a corona 
ward in Vadodara 

PERFORMANCE INDEX 
Ensured that 35,000 non-ration card-holding 
people in the district—mostly migrant labourers—
were brought under the Gujarat Anna Brahma 
Yojana so that they could be eligible for free 
rations; arranged for foodgrains to be provided 
to 1.2 million people who were not covered under 
the National Food Security Act

SHALINI  AGRAWAL , 4 0
Collector

Total area  

7,512 sq. km

Population  

4,165,626

VADODARA, GUJARAT

Cases 

303
Recovered 

99
Deaths 

19

 
USP

Was the first in 
Gujarat to start 

random sampling for 
COVID-19 cases, 

helping in the 
detection of 75 
asymptomatic 

cases

 NAFEES KHAN



ON 
CONSTANT 
ALERT

Hands-on 
Officer
A

rvind Kumar Verma had started 
reading the World Health Organi-
zation’s operating procedures apart 

from guidelines from state headquarters 
even before the first COVID-19 case 
surfaced in Bihar. This helped him chart 
out effective containment and buffer zones 
when Begusarai reported its first case on 
March 31. “We did contact-tracing and 
quarantined 20-odd people,” he says.

The district administration also built 
active surveillance teams to monitor peo-
ple in the containment zone. “There were 
5,000 houses in the containment zone. 

Initially, the people wouldn’t respond at all,” 
he says. So, Verma accompanied the team 
himself and also deputed senior doctors. As 
a result, people started reporting suspected 
cases on their own. For instance, the district 
administration received calls from Bach-
wara village about a group of 10 people 
with a travel history living in an abandoned 
house. Since some of them were influential 
people, they had asked the villagers not to 
divulge the information.  Two of them tested 
positive. “With contact-tracing, we zeroed 
in on the infection source. It emerged that 
the two people contracted it from a Tablighi 

 FAIR SHARE Adeela Abdulla taking people’s requests

ARVIND KUMAR 
VERMA ,  3 7
District Magistrate

ADEEL A ABDULL A , 3 5
Collector

PERFORMANCE 
INDEX 
When he started, the 
hospitals in the district 
had only five ventilators 
between them for pa-
tients. Thanks to Verma’s 
consistent effort, the 
number of ventilators 
has now gone up to 36

Total area  

1,918 sq. km

Population  

2,954,367

BEGUSARAI,  BIHAR

Cases 

9
Recovered 

5
Deaths 

0

Total area  

2,130 sq. km

Population  

817,420

WAYANAD, KERALA

Cases 

3
Recovered 

3
Deaths 

0

N AT I O N
D MS 

O N  D U T Y
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W
hen Kerala reported its first 
COVID case on January 30, 
the Wayanad administration 

set up a District Emergency Operat-
ing Centre the next day to coordinate 
with all departments. Vulnerable 
locations were mapped and a special 
team worked on data collection. “The 
district administration initiated a 
multilevel campaign with media sup-
port to inform and seek the public’s 
support in insulating the district,” says 
Adeela Abdulla, a medical graduate 
and the first Muslim woman in Kerala 
to join the IAS in 2012.  

The district started quarantining 

people coming from abroad and other 
states. Checkpost surveillance was 
enforced at borders with Karnataka 
and Tamil Nadu. Cyber-tracking was 
used, cases registered against violat-
ers and passports impounded from 
March 10. Ward-level arogyajagratha 
samithis (health vigil committees) en-
sured isolation at homes. WhatsApp 
groups were formed for each ward. 
Special quarantine care was initiated 
for the 18 per cent tribal population 
and plans chalked out for farmers, 
migrants, aged people, pregnant 
women and estate labourers. ��
��������������- Jeemon Jacob

T
he district’s 
first woman 
collector 

was on the alert 
since February-
end after 17 
Italian tourists 
visited Udaipur. 
They had stayed 

at the Trident before moving to Jaipur 
where two of them tested positive. She 
got the Trident sealed and sanitised 
and the entire staff quarantined while 
tracing everyone the tourists had come 
in contact with. Along with a control 
room, police and mobile app, she has 
created a three-tier system where differ-
ent teams cross-check on quarantined 
people. Under her, 500 beds in the city’s 
gov ernment medical college have been 
dedicated to COVID-19; 10,000 beds in 
26 institutions set aside for isolation.

Anandi also identified 6,015 needy 
people not covered by government sch-
emes and arranged for Rs 2,500 in cash 
and delivery of 45,000 raw food packets, 
benefitting some 172,000 people. 

She successfully home quarantined 
80,000 migrants from Gujarat through 
aggressive tracking. When she found 
that about 800 migra nts who were 
stopped on way to other states had 
lactating mothers among them, she en-
sured baby food and feeding spaces. She 
got those with tailoring skills to stitch 
masks. “Anandi is extremely dedicated,” 
says Dr Jit Singh, a veterinarian sur-
geon. “Her use of social media and  
local support against Covid has won 
wide appreciation.” �
  -Rohit Parihar

RAPID 
RESPONDER

Jamaat member in a neighbouring 
district,” says Verma.

To improve health infrastruc-
ture, Verma requisitioned nine hot-
els, though just three are being used 
currently for the 46 quarantined peo-
ple. His next challenge is to prevent 
the spread of infection. “When we 
started surveying the hotspots, I de-
cided to get all aged people tested as 
they are vulnerable. We got as many 
as 747 kits for this purpose,” he says.

Beyond healthcare, seven dedi-
cated cells have been set up in his 

office to tackle issues related to any 
hum anitarian crisis; Verma meets 
their in-charges daily to map strateg-
ies. The administration has also 
lau nched an awareness campaign in 
all 229 panchayats. “The DM is a real 
solution provider,” says Begusarai 
resident Krishna Kumar. “He visits 
every lane himself to see if social dis-
tancing is being observed. Recently, 
when he found social distancing dif-
ficult at a vegetable market, he got it 
shifted to a big field in a few hours.” �

-Amitabh Srivastava

 ON THE FIELD 
Verma distributes a 
packet of essential 
supplies in Begusarai

ANANDI,  3 7
Collector

 
USP

Accompanies 
healthcare work-

ers when they go for 
testing in containment 

and buffer zones to 
motivate people to 

get tested

Total area  

11,512 sq. km

Population  

3,068,420

UDAIPUR, RAJASTHAN

Cases 

8
Recovered 

4
Deaths 

0

RANJAN RAHI
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O
n March 31, the coastal 
district of Thoothu-
kudi identified its first 

COVID-19 positive case, a 
Tablighi Jamaat member who 
had attended the markaz in 
Delhi. District collector Sand-
eep Nanduri immediately set 
in motion a process to identify 
and test all other people who 
had recently returned to 
the district. Six others were 
traced, again part of the 
markaz team, and all of them 
tested positive.

Soon, 12 contact tracing 
teams (one per block) were 
formed and deployed to trace 
the primary and secondary 
contacts of all seven infected 
people. About 50 samples 

from primary contacts and 90 
from secondary ones were 
taken. While those found pos-
itive were shifted to isolation 
wards, the negative contacts 
were home-quarantined.

Two containment zones, 
Kayalpattinam and Bolden-
puram, were identified as 
‘hotspots’. Despite being high-
density urban locations, they 
were sealed. The lockdown 
was strictly implemented 
and no movement allo wed, 
except for emergency 
pur poses. “Local 
religious leaders 
were taken into 
confidence 
and they were 
involved in 

identification of contacts and 
testing,” says Nanduri.

Meanwhile, another huge 
challenge appeared. One of 
the positive patients turned 
out to be a doctor at the 
Kay alpattinam Government 
Hospital. He had gone to work 
for three days before he 
was traced and tested. The 
entire hospital was sealed, 
disinfection started as per 
protocol and 134 contacts, 
including staff and patients, 
were identified and tested 
within two days. The hospital 
opened after a week, but only 
after certification from the 
medical department. 

A control room was set 
up for effective monitoring 

and the health infra-
structure ramped 

up with 500 
isolation beds 
while 750 beds 
were arranged 
at the six quar-

antine facilities. Besides the 
300 government doctors, 138 
private hospitals and 430 clin-
ics were brought on board. 

 Nanduri also had the 
district’s official mobile app, 
‘Muthu Mavattam’, tweaked to 
include additional modules for 
monitoring home-quarantined 
people, issuing e-passes (for 
travel) and registering vol-
unteers. This greatly helped 
reduce the number of visitors 
to the collector’s office. �

— Amarnath K. Menon

Coastal Sentry

 FIRST BARRIER  

Nanduri at a face mask production  
facility in Thoothukudi

 
USP

Drew on the mana-
ge ment lessons 

gained at IIM Bangalore 
to ensure the district 

team was geared  
up to handle  

the crisis

PERFORMANCE 
INDEX 
Got a new RT-PCR lab for 
COVID-19 testing estab-
lished in record time at a 
cost of Rs 80 lakh. Helped 
introduced a mobile 
sample collection van to 
help faster collection of 
samples as well as for 
patient privacy

SANDEEP NANDURI,  3 7
Collector

Total area  

4,621 sq. km

Population  

1,750,176

THOOTHUKUDI,  TAMIL NADU

Cases 

27
Recovered 

25
Deaths 

1

N AT I O N
D MS 
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G
urugram’s prominent posi-
tion on the business map of the 
country makes Amit Khatri’s 

job that much more difficult. “I have 
twin objectives at hand—save lives and 
livelihoods,” he says. Gurugram, with 54 
positive COVID-19 cases so far, is among 
the worst-affected districts in Haryana. 
The Khatri-led administration has des-
ignated 24 containment zones in three 
blocks—11 in Sohna, 10 in Gurugram 
and three in rural Pataudi. “With the 
gradual opening up of the economy, we 
will have to ensure the containment 
remains effective,” he says.

 After April 20, when the Centre 

issued guidelines for partial opening of 
businesses, the state started easing re-
strictions; many enterprises, too, have 
applied for reopening their premises. 
Rajesh Khullar, principal secretary 
at the chief minister’s office, says the 
broad contours for permission were laid 
out to the district administrations as 
guidelines. “If they are convinced about 
a business proposal, they are free to 
give permissions,” he says. 

Khatri, a 2011 batch IAS officer, 
earned his stripes during the violent 
protests of the Jats in 2016  and became 
a blue-eyed boy of the present dispensa-
tion. He was then posted at the epicentre 
of the trouble in Rohtak. In 2020, the 
lockdown found him battling COVID-19 
in the most important district of Hary-
ana. Khatri’s biggest test came when he 
had to move quickly to halt the over-
night exodus of migr ants on March 25. 
He used the CSR funds of businesses, 
mobilised NGOs and set up relief camps. 
Food, clothes and other amenities, 
including sanitary pads for women, were 
provided. Apart from this, he has cre-
ated an army of 4,000-odd volunteers 
to help the elderly. Khatri has also been 
lucky he didn’t have to hustle to augment 
the health facilities in the 
district. Gurugram is 
home to some of the 
premier private 
hospitals in the 
country, includ-
ing Medanta 

Medicity, Fortis and Artemis.
The next step is a phased opening 

up of industry. On April 30, Khatri’s 
team green-flagged sectors like con-
struction (only with ‘in-situ’ accom-
modation for workers), manufacturing 
(33 per cent cap in workers) and IT/
ITES (at 50 per cent capacity). Needless 
to say, all social distancing and other 
protocols will have to be maintained. 
Auto majors such as Maruti, Hero Mo-
tors and Honda, too, have started their 
units, albeit in a scaled-down manner. 

Khatri says his team has developed 
a highly responsive communication 
system with the people. “During the 
Covid operations, I made it a habit to re-
spond to every call or message and close 
the issue the same day before I went to 
sleep,” he says. This has already helped 

in streamlining various processes. 
He also makes regular visits to the 

relief camps, civil hospitals and 
food distribution centres to as-
sess any gaps in delivery.

In urban Gurugram, 
residents are hoping he will 

open up the city soon. There is 
a sizeable population here living 

in gated complexes. The Khatri-led 
administration provided them with 

mobile ATMs and grocery stores (using 
a few converted state transport buses). 
“Initially, we were apprehensive about 
the availability of medicines and grocer-
ies, especially since neither my help nor 
I could go to the markets. But things 
have been very much sorted here,” says 
Vinay jeet Rathore, a retired army man 
and Gurugram resident. �

— Anilesh S. Mahajan

NO LOOSE 
ENDS

 UNDER CONTROL Khatri on his 
rounds with district officials

 
USP

Took the bilingual 
communication route 
via social and conven-

tional media to reach the 
big urban-rural mix in 
the district and create 

awareness about 
the pandemic

PERFORMANCE INDEX 
Took CSR funds of businesses and 
the help of local NGOs to set up 
relief camps for migrant labourers 
and halt their exodus after March 
25. Apart from food, clothes and 
other amenities, the camps have 
come in for praise for even arrang-
ing sanitary pads for the women 

AMIT KHATRI,  3 3
Deputy Commissioner

Total area  

1,300 sq. km

Population 

1,514,432

GURUGRAM, HARYANA

Cases 

54
Recovered 

38
Deaths 

1

RAJWANT RAWAT
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Command 
Centre

T
he Bruhat Bengaluru Maha-
nagara Palike (BBMP) is used 
to getting flak for the poor 
maintenance of the city. But 

under senior IAS officer B.H. Anil 
Kumar, it has done a remarkable job 
during the COVID-19 crisis, preventing 
the spread of the virus in Bengaluru. 

When the first case was detected on 
March 9, Kumar realised that conven-
tional means wouldn’t be enough to 
tackle the virus. A standard operating 
procedure was devised for surveillance 
of travellers coming into the city from 
different parts of the world. Now, there 
is a quick response team in all eight 
zones of the city for surveillance and 
quarantine of primary and secondary 
contacts of positive cases.

As more travellers tested positive, 
in addition to the COVID-19 
testing centres, the BBMP 
set up 31 fever clinics to 
collect swab samples. 
The positive cases 
were sent directly to 
the isolation hospi-
tals. The corporation 
has identified 147 

hotels (5,717 rooms) and 100 govern-
ment residential hostels (9,000 beds) 
as quarantine centres and some 319 
community buildings are being used to 
house migrant labourers.

Two wards (Bapujinagar and Pada-
rayanapura) which saw a spike in cases 
following the return of participants 
from the Tablighi Jamaat convention 
in Delhi, were completely sealed. The 
BBMP supplied them with grocer-
ies, milk and vegetables. Drones, live 
streaming from entry-exit locations 
and video analytics help in monitoring 
the effectiveness of the lockdown.

Though a section of people from 
the two wards broke the barricades 
and assaulted a few healthcare and 
BBMP officials last week, Kumar did 
not lose heart. The police soon restored 
order and overnight the culprits were 

moved out of the wards to a 
separate containment zone. 

Bengaluru still has the 
highest number of positive 
cases in Karnataka, but 
Kumar is hopeful. “One of 
our biggest achievements 

has been effectively sealing 

areas where positive cases are high. All 
new cases too are from these areas. This 
shows that our appr oach has been suc-
cessful,” he says.

The BBMP also launched a mobile 
app for surveillance and grievance 
redressal in the containment zones. “All 
complaints are attended to within three 
hours. Proof of action taken is also vis-
ible on the app,” points out Kumar.

A big help for the BBMP has been 
the RWAs, which are very active in Ben-
galuru. The latter helped ensure that 
22,000 people who were quarantined 
during the first three weeks of April did 
not step out of their homes. �

-Aravind Gowda

PERFORMANCE INDEX 
Set up a COVID-19 war room on 
March 22. It acts as a strategic 
command centre for city-level 
planning, coordination and moni-
toring of the crisis. The reams of 
information that come in every 
day are duly validated and real-
time bulletins issued for day-to-
day management. This helps in 
monitoring the hotspots

 THE WAR ROOM Commissioner Kumar checks out a global Covid counter

 
USP

Mobile medical units 
visit migrant labour 

relief shelters and con-
struction sites regularly 

to monitor the health 
status of vulnerable 
people and provide 

assistance

B.H.  ANIL KUMAR, 5 7
Commissioner, Bruhat Bengaluru  
Mahanagara Palike

Total area  

741 sq. km

Population  

13,000,000

BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

Cases 

131
Recovered 

58
Deaths 

5
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SANJAY ALUNG, 5 5
District Magistrate

Total area  

5,815 sq. km

Population  

2,663,629

BILASPUR, CHHAT TISGARH

Cases 

1
Recovered 

1
Deaths 

0

O
n April 25, the celebra-
tions in Shaheed Bha-
gat Singh Nagar district 

suddenly came to a halt. Just 
a day before, the district had, 
along with 12 others in the 
country, received kudos for 

having no new infections in the past 28 days. 
But now there was a new case—a 25-year-old 
trucker in Boothgarh village who had returned 
from Jammu. 

The district is in the 
heart of Punjab’s Doaba 
belt which has NRIs 
across the world, 
and till now tracking 
them had been the 
problem. “We had a 
database of 4,400-
odd NRIs. It was 
impossible to quarantine 
them all,” says Bublani. So 
they were monitored on a daily basis. If symp-
toms were found, the registered respiratory 
therapists (RRT) were assig ned to test them 
further. Simultaneously, 45,000 people in 25 
villages were isolated. “We geographically 
tagged affected areas, sealed the villages in 
the containment plan,” he says.   

After the lockdown, the administration 
devised a system to identify symptomatic per-
sons. “Every flu-like symptom was reported 
back, and it was followed by a visit of the RRT,” 
he says. These reports were reviewed twice 
a day by the district committee. The district 
had not seen a new coronavirus patient since 
March 26. Now Bublani’s team has started all 
over again with a “foolproof” door-to-door 
screening plan in Boothgarh village. �

-Anilesh S. Mahajan

B
ilaspur is the second largest city 
of Chhattisgarh, the headquarters 
of the South East Central Railway 

Zone and the seat of the high court of the 
state. The court and the railway junction 
are responsible for the large number 
of outsiders here in the city. This also 
presented a big challenge for the admin-
istration in its COVID-19 operations.

On March 25, the first case was 
detected after an intensive search for 
citizens with a foreign travel history. 
A total of 215 people were tested on 
priority leading to the first patient. His 
contact-tracing resulted in the testing of 
26 people and surveillance on a further 
38,000 others across the district.

DM Sanjay Alung, being from the 
state, used his inside knowledge of how 
social and economic ties work here to 
good use. He has been able to impress 
on the people the importance of social 
distancing to prevent the spread of the 
disease and also establish a network to 
ensure availability of food and rations 
and their home-delivery.

 To enforce social distancing, the 

collector enlisted the services 
of NCC volunteers and ‘Sipahi’, 
a group of ex-servicemen, and 
deployed them across the district. 
The ex-servicemen won the 
hearts of the citizenry through 
their salutes to those who fol-
lowed the rules and very fauji 
reprimands to those who did not. 
Akhilesh, a local Chhattisgarhi 
actor, also produced a song to get 
the message across.

A big challenge came up the 
day the Railways decided to halt 
passenger operations. There 
were a huge number of trains—
mostly migrant workers rushing 
back to their native states of West 
Bengal, Jharkhand, Bihar and Odi-
sha—that were halted at Bilaspur. 
The station was chock-a -block 
with people—a huge risk with the 
virus all around. Alung established 
14 relief camps in the district for 
those caught in the lockdown. The 
stranded migrants continue to get 
food and accommodation besides 
medical monitoring.

Aware that the lockdown will 
have to be lifted at some point, )
Alung has organised some 1,000 
surveillance teams to cover 
the 1,000-odd villages and all 
the wards in Bilaspur city. They 
have been asked to report every 
person who shows flu symptoms. 
“Every individual who enters the 
district, either by train or road, 
will be identified and scanned by 
these surveillance committees,” 
says Alung. The collector runs a 
tight ship in Bilaspur. �

- Rahul Noronha

Junction  
Stalwart

WORKING TO A PLAN

 THE INSIDER DM Alung (right) 

PERFORMANCE INDEX 
Around 1,000 surveillance 
teams have been set up 
in the district to report all 
persons with flu symptoms. 
Alung has also established 
14 relief camps for migrants 
caught in the lockdown

 
USP

Used No One Sleeps 
Hungry (NOSH) plat-

form to channel donor 
contributions to the 

needy and segue with 
the state’s own 
distribution of 

ess entials

VINAY BUBL ANI,  5 0
Deputy Commissioner

Total area  

1,266 sq. km

Population  

6,12,310

SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH 
NAGAR, PUNJAB

Cases 

20
Recovered 

18
Deaths 

1
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PLUGGED IN
A COMPLETE GUIDE 
TO ONLINE CLASSES 
AND HOW BEST TO 
LEARN FROM THEM

VIRTUAL REALITY
A teacher of Vasant 
Valley School, Delhi
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A
s educational 
author Donna J. 
Abernathy says, 
online learning is 

not the ‘next’ big thing—it 
is the ‘now’ big thing. 
COVID-19 has brought 
several global health and 
economic concerns, but 
it has also caused a major 
shift in the education 
sector. Learning from 
home, students are at-
tending classes on Zoom 
and teachers are taking 
on their doubts using the 
‘raise your hand’ button 

on the app or through 
individual online chats 
with the students. Schools 
and universities are find-
ing ways to ensure that 
e-classes run as smoothly 
as possible. 

SCHOOL SITUATION 

Online teaching, say 
teachers, differs vastly 
from regular classes. Birla 
Open Minds Interna-
tional School (BOMIS), 
Mumbai, conducts lessons 
via Zoom, holding three 
40-minute lectures a day 

spread over three hours  
to minimise screen time 
for students. The les-
sons focus on English, 
Mathematics, Science, 
Environmental Studies, 
Yoga and Dance. In Kol-
kata, at Gokhale Memo-
rial Girls’ School, when 
it comes to the English 
syllabus, the school is 
emphasising literature 
studies to complete as 
much of the stipulated 
curriculum as possible 
while language studies 
have taken a backseat for 

now. “Teachers need to go 
very slow when teaching 
online, especially for the 
junior classes. Classroom 
teaching is usually far 
more interactive,” says 
Sanghamitra Mukherjee, 
rector at Gokhale Memo-
rial. In Delhi, Vasant 
Valley School is ensur-
ing balanced learning 
by including classes on 
Physical Education, Art 
and Pastoral Care with 
academic subjects. Rekha 
Krishnan, principal, 
Vasant Valley, says, “We 

THE ONLINE BOOM
How equipped are Indian schools and colleges for e-learning?

B Y  M R I N I  D E V N A N I  A N D  A D I T I  P A I

D I G I TA L  L E A R N I N GS M A R T     E D U C A T I O N
Activity

Chat

Teams

Assignments

Calls

Files

Apps

Help

Calender
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have developed built-in 
sessions for students to have 
personal conversations with 
their teachers.”

Learning Tools

Education is becoming in-
creasingly tech-heavy, with 
schools such as the Oberoi 
International School (OIS) 
in Mumbai using apps like 
Zoom, Google Hangouts, 
Seesaw and ManageBac to 
teach, review and conduct 
teacher meetings to discuss 
progress. DPS Nagpur 
has begun using Google 

Sheets for assessments, 
Zoom classes, interface-
whiteboard and free access 
to First in Math, an online 
learning platform, for 
Classes 3 to 7. Ritu Sharma, 
principal, DPS Nagpur, 
says, “We have been able to 
hold classes using audio, 
video and PowerPoint 
presentations. We are also 
connecting with parents on 
our school app.” To make 
sure students feel a sense 
of normalcy, the school is 
even creating digital ver-
sions of everyday school 

experiences—for instance, 
a daily prayer, recorded 
by the music teacher, is 
shared with students each 
day. Teaching techniques 
have also changed to reflect 
the new normal. Elaborat-
ing, Hina Desai, principal, 
BOMIS, says, “Educators 
have to redesign assess-
ments, whether formative or 
summative, for better learn-
ing outcomes. Feedback 
methods are important 
considering it is difficult to 
hold a child’s attention on a 
screen for too long.” 

Teacher’s Dilemma

Teachers have also had to 
learn new technological 
skills. They say their work-
loads have increased, and 
old communication bound-
aries have been lost. Parents 
also say that they are find-
ing it difficult to cope—but 

then, initial glitches are a 
part of all new systems. 

UNIVERSITY SITUATION 

From live sessions, lectures, 
notes, mentor programmes 
and webinars, universities 
across the country are ex-
ploring and inventing new 
methods for e-classes. Us-
ing software developed in-
house—‘LPU Live’—Lovely 
Professional University, 
Punjab, has given students 
and faculty members a plat-
form through with they can 
interact. Lecture notes and 

study materials are avail-
able online. “We have online 
assignments and tests to 
check their knowledge 
levels, but it’s slightly dif-
ficult for below-the-average 
students who need personal 
attention to keep up,” says 
Rajeev Sobti, dean, Division 
of Admissions at Lovely 
Professional University.  

Industry at a Click

Quick to understand the 
importance of restructuring 
their systems to engage stu-
dents through the pandemic, 
Amity University, Noida, 
reaches out to its 70,000 
students every day. Faculty 
meetings have also been 
shifted online. Balvinder 
Shukla, vice-chancellor at 
Amity University, says, “We 
have been doing mentor-
mentee programmes so that 
teachers and students can 

work together in smaller 
groups.” With more than 
30 webinars with industry 
experts arranged since the 
lockdown, evaluation and 
other academic responsibili-
ties have been going on as 
per schedule, including in-
ternal evaluations and final 
assessment of non-teaching 
credit courses, he adds. 

Skill Test

To shift to virtual learning, 
BML Munjal University, 
Gurgaon, has been using 
several information and 

NEW NORMAL

(Clockwise from left) AMU’s Prof. 
Siddiqui conducting a live class; a 
virtual display of students’ artwork 
on Earth Day by DPS Nagpur; 
a student of Mumbai’s Oberoi 
International School; an Amity 
University teacher creating digital 
presentations

EDUCATION IS BECOMING IN-
CREASINGLY TECH -HEAVY, WITH 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES MAKING 
USE OF DIGITAL PLATFORMS AND 
ONLINE COURSE MATERIALS

TS
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communications technol-
ogy platforms and soft-
ware resources, including 
e-learning material and 
massive open online 
courses from platforms 
such as Swayam and 
Coursera. Internal assess-
ments, assignments, case 
studies, presentations and 
seminars are also being 
conducted online. “For 
most courses in the School 
of Management, Law and 
Engineering Technol-
ogy, we are planning to 
hold online examinations 
in May. We are in talks 
with companies such as 
Mercer Mettl, MeritTac 
and DigiProctor and 
are experimenting with 
artificial intelligence-
based auto-proctoring 
methods to ensure that 
examinations are moni-
tored closely through web 
cameras and screenshots,” 
says Manoj K. Arora, vice 
chancellor, BML Mun-
jal. Vellore Institute of 
Technology, Chennai, has 
also moved online for all 
credit courses. “More than 
18,000 students are using 
this opportunity. Teach-
ing and learning online 
have been more effective 
for us through interactive 
sessions and assessment. 
However, its effective-
ness cannot be measured 
for courses related to 
skill development that 
require a student to work 
in the laboratory,” says G. 
Viswanathan, chancel-
lor, Vellore Institute of 
Technology. 

Set to Work 

Delhi University has also 
moved classes online us-

ing Google Classrooms. 
However, this is a chal-
lenge for several profes-
sors who aren’t tech-savvy 
or lack robust internet 
connections at home. “I 
have been conducting live 
sessions for my students 
and sending study mate-
rial regularly to them. It is 
difficult because some-
times the network may 
break and students are 
not able to find them-
selves on the same page. 
Also, many students do 
not have smartphones 
to access online classes,” 
says Ankit Jaiswal, guest 
faculty, Non-Collegiate 
Women’s Education 
Board, University of 
Delhi. Examinations 
have been postponed and 
tentative date sheets been 

withdrawn. He adds, 
“There is no clarity on 
when and how the uni-
versity plans to conduct 
examinations.” Since 
the lockdown, Aligarh 
Muslim University profes-
sor Mohammad Asim 
Siddiqui has conducted 
50 online classes with 
postgraduate students. He 
says, “We have shifted to 
Zoom cloud meetings and 
it has worked well for me. 
In our usual classrooms, 
students get easily dis-
tracted and talk with each 
other, but there is no such 
possibility during online 
classes.” It might have 
been a forced shift, but it’s 
a great time for students, 
teachers and institutions 
to tap into technology and 
pick up skills. ■

D I G I TA L  L E A R N I N GS M A R T     E D U C A T I O N

DELHI UNI-
VERSITY HAS  
ALSO MOVED  
ONLINE, BUT 
THIS IS PROV-
ING CHAL-
LENGING FOR 
PROFESSORS 
WHO AREN’T 
TECH-SAVVY 
OR DON’T 
HAVE GOOD 
HOME INTER-
NET CONNEC-
TIONS

Activity

Chat

Teams

Assignments

Calls

Files

Apps

Help

Calender

TS

MODERN METHODS A professor at LPU in an online one-on-one with a student
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V O I C E SS M A R T     E D U C A T I O N

ARE ONLINE CLASSES STRESSFUL? 
Expert advice on what virtual classrooms should be like

� PASS THE STRESS TEST 

W
hile the benefits of e-learning are many, 
this overnight shift from offline to online 
study may affect students’ learning. Lack 

of engagement leaves students demotivated. Schools 
offer a structured learning environment, which can-
not be achieved when students are confined to their 
homes. This disrupts their usual leaning patterns, 
often leaving them weary and confused. Research 
has also shown that students do not feel motivated 
to complete their tasks when not surrounded by 
their peers. This is especially true for those below the 
age of 10, as keeping them engaged often requires 
one-on-one contact. Another major challenge that 
the transition to virtual learning has presented is 
keeping students stimulated. The comfort of home 
brings down productivity and many of them end up 
spending hours procrastinating. Teachers also find 
it difficult to provide individual feedback through 
digital platforms and email cannot substitute for 
a face-to-face discussion between teachers and 
students. Acknowledging the challenges of online 
learning is the first step to solving the problem. 

by Beas Dev Ralhan,
co-founder and CEO,   
Next Education India 

� MAKE THEM 
WORK FOR YOU  

W hat does the 
‘new normal’ 
look like for 

India’s education sec-
tor? For the most part, 
it includes sets of eyes 
(sometimes sleepy) 
glued to the screens of 
tablets and laptops. Be 
it grade schools, high 
schools or universi-
ties, learners are 
adapting. COVID-19 
has compelled us 
to stay away from 
our friends, but the 
pandemic has also 
bestowed an unprec-
edented opportunity 
to learn and grow. 

� THE BASICS
Parents who super-
vise their children 
during online classes 
should strive to create 
a pleasant environ-
ment that is conducive 
to learning. They 
should encourage 
children to follow a 
healthy routine, have a 
balanced diet and get 
adequate sleep. 

� SOCIAL DISTANC-
ING ≠ ALIENATION

Schools and other 
educational institu-
tions may organise 
virtual recesses and 
other social activities 
that allow students to 

interact informally. Re-
search suggests that 
virtual coffee breaks 
promote bonding 
among professionals—
a similar principle can 
be applied in school/ 
university settings. 

� DISTRESS AND 
LEARNING ARE  
ARCH RIVALS 
Mental health is of 
paramount importance 
and students should 
not criticise them-
selves for experienc-
ing a dip in productivity 
or motivation. These 
are testing times and 
learning should not be 
perceived as a chore 
or obligation.  

� KEEP IT SHORT 
AND SIMPLE 
Teachers who 
advocate two-hour 
lectures need to adopt 
the ‘new normal’. 
Research in psychol-
ogy indicates that 
students lose interest 
in taking notes after 
about 15 minutes. 
Educators should 
keep this in mind while 
designing their cur-
riculums. Don’t rattle 
on while teaching your 
students—keep in mind 
that Netflix is only a 
tab away.

By Prateek Bhargava ,
founder and CEO, 

Mindler 
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O N L I N E  T I P SS M A R T     E D U C A T I O N

A netiquette guide to making online 
classes engaging and fruitful

ENHANCE YOUR  
NET WORK

B Y  A R U N A B H  S I N G H

� JOIN BEFORE THE  
SCHEDULED START

It’s a good practice to open the 
session at least 10 minutes be-

fore the scheduled start. Teach-
ers can use this as warm-up 

time, going through the topics of 
discussion and their study plan. 
Students can use the time to get 

their study material and other 
things in place and settle down.

�BE PRESENTABLE 
You may be home, but remember 

that your teacher and fellow 
mates can watch you during the 
online session. So be present-
able and sit in a well-lit room. 
Once you have settled down, 
avoid shifting positions as this 

might distract others.

�DO A SYSTEM CHECK
Before logging in, make it a 

habit to check that your video 
and audio equipment are in top 

working condition. Be sure about 
using the correct network if you 
have multiple ones at home. You 
wouldn’t want tech troubles to 

interrupt your interactions during 
the session, right?

Illustrations by SIDDHANT JUMDE

C
OVID-19 and the ensuing lockdown have changed our lives in 
unexpected ways. Schoolchildren who a few months ago were 
negotiating with parents for some extra screen time—often 
with limited success—now find themselves attending online 

classes and study sessions for hours every day. Juggling multiple chal-
lenges, teachers are using such online sessions to create an environment 
of learning across varied student age groups, under the watchful eyes of 
their parents. The success of these sessions depends a lot on observing 
netiquette, simply put the rules of acceptable behaviour on the Internet. 
Here are a few tips for students and teachers to begin with. 



� WEAR A SMILE Be courteous and greet others. 
Your smiling face will have a calming effect on others 
and help create a friendly environment. Remember to 
thank everyone before logging out.

�AVOID CROSS-TALK Use the unmute button 
judiciously. Raise your hand if you want to answer or 
put across a point and speak only when the teacher 
gives a go-ahead. This will avoid multiple people 
speaking simultaneously and ensure discipline.

�SPEAK SLOWLY, CLEARLY 
It is important to speak slowly, 
at an acceptable voice level, and 
use clear and precise words to 
convey yourself. Be conscious 
never to raise your voice or ges-
ture with your fingers.

�MIND YOUR LANGUAGE The use of obscene 
language is a strict no-no. Behave in a manner you 
would want others to with you. While writing any-
thing during the session, do not use all caps 
as it symbolises a shout.

�KEEP OUT NEEDLESS 
HUMOUR AND SARCASM 
Both humour and sarcasm, 
if not understood well, can 
create unnecessary ten-
sion among participants. It 
is advisable to park aside 
the lighter notes for face-
to-face interactions.

�BE CREDIBLE WITH YOUR MESSAGE Do not 
try to mislead while responding to a question. It’s 
human not to know everything, so say you will 
check and get back with the answer. Grab the first 
opportunity to acknowledge a mistake and take it 
as learning.

�RESPECT DIVERSITY Just as in face-to-face 
interactions, it is extremely important to recognise 
and respect diversity of thought, experience and 
background among participants. ■

The writer is director of 
Nehru World School, Ghaziabad



LIVING 
UPTO THE 
HIPPOCRATIC 
OATH IN 
CORONA 
CRISIS

DR. C.P. SRIVASTAVA
Director & HOD - Cardiac Surgery 
at Narayana Multi-speciality Hospital, Jaipur



As the nation faces an unprecedented 
and indiscriminate rampage of 
Covid-19, the medical fraternity has 
risen to tackle the virus working in 
tandem with the authorities, like 
men in olive fatigue. In the Pink 
City of Jaipur, Dr C.P. Srivastava, 
Director & HOD - Cardiac Surgery at 
Narayana Multi-speciality Hospital, 
a highly respected name among the 
leading cardiac surgeons of North 
India, in a conversation with India 
Today, shares his views about care of 
cardiac patients in the midst of the 
lockdown. 

WHEN DO YOU ENVISAGE THE CORONA PANDEMIC 

TAPERING PARTICULARLY IN CONTEXT TO INDIA?

We are fighting an unknown and invisible enemy 

which attacks human life indiscriminately. As there 

is no definitive treatment available against corona 

virus, the battle seems to be long drawn. It may go 

on over months and probably years as research to 

find an effective medical antidote requiring many 

trials, tests etc. Thanks to the strict clamping of 

lockdown by our Hon’ble Prime Minister, we could 

avert a possible catastrophe in terms of infection 

as well as mortality rates. Considering India’s 

humongous population of 130 crores, we are much 

better off than many advanced countries with lesser 

population and best medical services, where the 

death rates are shockingly high. The tendency of 

any epidemic is first to peak then gradually come 

to a plateau and then start declining. In the last 2-3 

days we have witnessed a plateau in infection and 

mortality rates which is an encouraging sign. We can 

only pray, hope and put in our best efforts to stop 

the contagion.

WHO ARE THE MOST VULNERABLE TO CORONA 

VIRUS?

Patients, both with pre-surgical and post-surgical 

history have to be extra cautious. It has been 

observed that 60-70 per cent patients who come 

to us are diabetic, hypertensive or have pulmonary 

conditions or are predisposed to these conditions. 

People aged 65 years and above are most vulnerable 

to the virulent virus and therefore, the death rates 

are the highest amongst them. The virus primarily 

attacks the lungs and in severe cases lead to blood 

clotting. If clotting happens in the brain it can 

present with brain stroke and if it occurs in the heart, 

then it results in heart attacks or heart failures. 

Patients having cancer, diabetes or history of heart 

ailment must take extra precautions. The golden rule 

is to stay inside the house and firmly maintain social 

distancing.

IN THIS LOCKDOWN WHEN EVEN HOSPITALS 

ARE SHUT OR OPERATING LIMITEDLY, HOW DO 

PATIENTS GET MEDICAL CARE?

Patients must be in touch with their respective 

doctors even in lockdown phase and this also goes 

for the case of normal incidence of heart ailments. 

Considering the pandemic emergency, the health 

and medical bodies have relaxed some norms to ease 

the trauma of patients. Phone consultancy has been 

allowed. I get several calls from patients. Hospital 

video consultancy has now been made legal, which 

is a boon to both the doctors and the patients. It 

helps us to physically see the patient enabling us to 

ascertain their medical conditions more precisely. 

Also, the trust and comfort factor are much higher 

when the patient gets to speak and see the doctor, 

which is half the battle won in this time of leading 

isolated lives. However, the traditional doctor-

patient consultation conducts face-to-face in person 

is most ideal. For surgery, the patient must test 

corona negative or else chances of clinical infection is 

high and could turn positive needing shutting down 

of the hospital and placing the entire staff under 14 

days quarantine.

EMERGENCY CARDIAC INCIDENTS CAN OCCUR 

ANYTIME AS IT DOES NOT KNOW OF THE 

LOCKDOWN RESTRICTIONS. IN SUCH CASE HOW 

DOES THE HOSPITAL ASSIST THE PATIENTS?

This is indeed a very sensitive situation considering 

that the hospitals are focused on treating corona 

infected patients and quarantine is to be adhered 

at all cost. We have formulated 4 levels for tackling 

cardiac cases intelligently and scientifically, a 

practise followed world-wide in this pandemic 

situation. Emergency cases needing immediate life-

saving treatment such as angioplasty or myocardial 

infraction (MI) come under level 1. We doctors’ place 

ourselves at grave risk in such situations and the only 

defence available to us is the safety PPE dress and 

mandatory precautions.  

Under level 4, patients can be treated by medication 

and surgical intervention can be postponed by 

several months. Between these two extreme levels, 

in the next middle level the cases can be pushed 

ahead by a few weeks which gives us time to conduct 

corona test on them before the surgery and only if 

they test negative, do we operate them. Likewise, in 

the next level chronic patients can wait.

COULD YOU TELL US MORE ABOUT THE PANDEMIC 

AND PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN?

India has benefitted immensely with complete 

lockdown and cordoning off of hot spots and social 

distancing all imperative to break the cycle and 

flatten the curve. I would once again reiterate to 

maintain social distance, wear a mask, maintain 

hygiene, the sick should continue to take their 

medicines as advised by the doctor, eat food high 

on immune boosters etc., which are in fact lifeline 

to recovery and beating the virus to its dance of 

death. These measures have helped us control the 

pandemic to a great measure. Having achieved this 

considering the good immune system of us Indian’s 

it is expected that there is potential for 80 percent 

to develop immunity against the virus over a period 

of time. One must understand that the virus changes 

its physique because of which it is unpredictable 

whether it would take a virulent form or weaken. 

The strain of virus in Gujarat and Indore are said to 

be more malignant resulting in greater death toll. 

So, the situation still requires sharp vigilance. Also, 

recovery of a patient depends on the impact the 

virus has had on the lungs and its aftermath effects 

depending again on the extent of damage caused 

and the coping ability of the lungs and the body.

HOW WELL IS INDIA’S HEALTHCARE EQUIPPED TO 

TACKLE THE CORONA PANDEMIC?

One must understand that many specialities and the 

expertise of their practitioners come together and 

is paramount in treating corona infected patients 

requiring handling of specialised equipment. For 

instance, India has only 40,000 ventilators in all and 

an equal number of anaesthesia doctors out of which 

only 25,000 doctors are able to tackle corona infested 

patients, because the rest are above 60 years of age 

and so more susceptible to the virus attack. Also, one 

must understand that apart from the virus afflicted 

patients, there are chronic renal patients needing 

dialysis and other such illnesses needing handling 

of medical equipment for which a substantial 

number of trained hands are also required. Though 

we are acknowledged globally for medical expertise, 

number of personnel and equipment are still 

inadequate necessitating judicious use of resources. 

The only solution available to us is first to prevent 

further outbreak by adhering to the directives of the 

authorities and guidelines of the medical bodies in 

keeping the corona virus at bay.



CINEMA, 
INTERRUPTED
The Indian f ilm industry is bracing itself 
for a major blow, with cinemas closed, shoots 
stalled and releases postponed. In a bid to 
make up some of the losses, producers are 
now looking to OTT platforms

A
IR POLLUTION IS DOWN, the skies are clear and, 
after a long time, stars are visible in the night sky. 
The ones we are used to seeing on our big screen, 
though, are in lockdown. The coronavirus pan-
demic has spared no one. India’s film industry, 
worth an estimated Rs 191 billion as per 
the latest FICCI-EY Media and Enter-
tainment report, has been silent, with all 
cinema halls shut, shoots called off and all releases 
postponed indefinitely. The Hindi film industry 
is estimated to have already suffered box office 
losses of at least Rs 600 crore since March 15 when 
cinema halls were asked to down their shutters. 
A host of big-ticket films lie finished but with no 
access to audiences. A cloud of uncertainty hangs 
over the film business and the coming few months 
pose a new set of challenges for the industry. 

B Y  S U H A N I  S I N G H

1B O L L Y W O O D
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1

Coolie No.1
Father-son duo of David and Varun 
Dhawan team up again to remake a 
1990s hit, just like with Judwaa 2. But 
will they get a release slot in 2020?

2

Radhe: Your Most 
Wanted Bhai
For the first time in six years, there 
will be no Salman Khan movie for Eid. 
The crew will have to scramble to 
finish the action drama to ensure he 
doesn’t break his streak of a release 
a year since 2014

3

Sooryavanshi
From film maker Rohit Shetty’s 
action entertainer franchise with 
Akshay Kumar as a khakee-clad 
superhero, made with a budget of 
around Rs 200 crore, is first in a long 
line of big-ticket films looking for a 
new release window

4

’83
Ranveer Singh plays Kapil Dev in 
one of the anticipated 2020 dramas. 
It is expected to be among the top 
contenders for an early release 
post lockdown

Unlike Disney which has announced 
revised release dates for its big-budget 
Hollywood spectacles—some scheduled 
for the last quarter of 2020 and others 
pushed to 2021—film studios in India 
don’t have any clarity about their 2020 
release calendar. For Hindi films, pro-
ducers of Sooryavanshi (originally to be 
released on March 27), ’83 (April 10), Gu-
labo Sitabo (April 17), Coolie No. 1 (May 
1) and Jhund (May 8), will be among the 
first looking for new dates. “It won’t be 
practical or beneficial for anyone to re-
lease a film before October or November 
this year,” says Bhushan Kumar, chair-
man and managing director of T-Series. 
“Unless someone takes a chance [to 
release] in July or August when theatres 
are likely to open.”

The decision to reopen theatres, how-
ever, is entirely dependent on the govern-

ment’s mandate. “We were the first ones 
to be asked to close down and there is 
no question that we will be the last ones 
to be allowed to open again,” Ajay Bijli, 
chairman, PVR Cinemas, told India To-
day TV recently. Bijli is also certain that 
occupancies will be low whenever the 
lockdown is lifted and that his multiplex 
empire will take a long time to restore 
business to pre-COVID-19 days. Mean-
while, PVR is looking at “reimagining the 
cinema space” by introducing measures 
like distancing between seats and rows 
and automated box office windows. “We 
will have to increase our already high 
standards of hygiene to make our con-
sumers feel more comfortable,” he said.

A cinema hall with only 50 per cent 
seating occupancy, though, is not sound 
business for producers like Kumar whose 
earnings will take a huge hit. As producer 

2

3

4
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of at least 11 films that were slated 
for a 2020 release, Kumar knows 
he will have to push the big  ticket 
ones to 2021 to at least break even 
if not have a shot at profits. For 
some of his mid-budget films, he is 
considering a digital and satellite 
release. “Streaming platforms are 
also very keen on getting some 
direct-to-digital films, for they, 
too, need exclusive content,” says 
Kumar. “That way, we can cover 
our costs, stay afloat and support 
our business.”

Shoots Out
It will be a tough few months for 
show business. Budgets will be 
downsized, with producers urging 
filmmakers to give foreign shoots 
the axe and, instead, adapt their 
narratives to domestic settings. The 
profit cards of A-list actors such 
as Akshay Kumar, Salman Khan, 
Aamir Khan and Ajay Devgn will 
see a significant dip as theatri-
cal collections both in India and 
overseas take a hit. A producer, 

requesting anonymity, says actors 
could be requested to take a pay cut 
to ensure that the show goes on. 

It’s the industry’s daily wage 
earners—light and sound techni-
cians, carpenters, spots, caterers, 
vanity van and generator providers 
to name a few—who will suffer 
the most with shoots being on 
hold. Projects are stuck midway 
and those scheduled to commence 
before monsoon have been further 
delayed. Salman Khan’s Radhe, 
which was supposed to be Bhai’s 
Eid gift to his fans, has a shoot 
schedule left. Shahid Kapoor-
starrer Jersey was being shot in 
Chandigarh when the suspension 
order came in. The cast and crew 
of Bhushan Kumar’s Atrangi Re 
and Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 had to 
return to Mumbai from Varanasi 
and Jaipur respectively. Karan 
Johar’s multi-starrer period epic 
Takht, budgeted to be at least Rs 
200 crore and supposed to kick off 
soon, is now in limbo.

While exercising social distanc-

Marakkar: 
Arabi-

kadalinte 
Simham

Budgeted at 
around Rs 100 

crore, the most 
expensive Malay-

alam film was to 
arrive in cinemas 

on March 26. Now 
the Mohanlal-

starring historical 
war film, which 

was to be dubbed 
in Telugu, Tamil, 

Kannada and 
Hindi, confronts 

an uncertain wait

“Streaming  
platforms are also 
keen on getting 
some direct-to-
digital films, for 
they, too, will 
need exclusive 
content”
Bhushan Kumar  
producer and  
Chairman, T-Series
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ing on a set or in an outdoor location is 
a difficult proposition, particularly for 
big-budget, large-scale productions, 
studios will have to look for ways to get 
maximum results with minimum crew. 
“We are all waiting for the decision the 
central government takes,” says the pro-
ducer. “Right now, as Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi says, it’s ‘Jaan hai toh 
jahan hai [life first]. When your life is 
at stake, what losses can you think of? 

Delays are part of every business.” But 
a delay necessitated by a pandemic is a 
disaster drama that only Steven Soder-
bergh foresaw in his film Contagion. 

 
Tales from the South
As many as 25 Telugu films, big and 
small, with Rs 12,000 crore riding on 
them, are either still in the works, or 
have had their releases, due between 
March and June originally, deferred. 
The Chiranjeevi-starrer Acharya, a 
remake of a Malayalam film by Koratala 
Siva; actor-politician Pawan Kalyan’s 
Vakeel Saab, a remake of the Hindi 
film Pink; and Nishabdham, starring 
Anushka Shetty of Baahubali fame, 
were due for release in the summer. S.S. 
Rajamouli’s Rs 400 crore period action 
drama, RRR, while due for release in 
January 2021, will be striving to meet 
deadlines with visual effects studios the 
world over being shut. Fans of Tamil star 
Vijay remain hopeful that his upcom-
ing release, Master, initially scheduled 
for release on April 9, can hit screens by 
June 22 to coincide with his birthday. 

“We can’t predict the outcome of 
what is a global phenomenon,” says 
Tamil producer G. Dhananjayan. “We 

have lost the summer holiday schedule. 
This is always the best time for people to 
come to the theatres with their family.” 
Small budget film producers are being 
encouraged to negotiate with Amazon, 
Netflix and other OTT platforms to 
recover their investments. Foreign mar-
kets for Tamil and Telugu movies are 
out of reach now and the situation can 
be gauged only when cinema halls in the 
US, UK, UAE, Singapore and Malaysia 
reopen. They contribute a major part of 
the revenue for big-ticket films star-
ring superstars such as Rajinikanth, 
Vijay, Ajith, Prabhas, Ram Charan and 
Mahesh Babu.

Stream On
India was second only to the US in the 
total hours of video content watched 
online each week. A rise which—as 
per the FICCI-EY report—was further 
explained by a 33 per cent surge in 
original OTT content produced in India 
in 2019. The OTT paid subscriber base, 
currently estimated to be around 10 mil-
lion, is growing fast and the lockdown 
and social distancing measures will only 
boost the numbers. It’s why studios like 
Dharma Productions have a separate 
division to create content solely for OTT 
platforms. The dwindling number of 
screens—down from 9,601 to 9,527 
in just a year, with most being single-
screen theatres—makes the challenges 
for theatrical business manifold.

 For Kumar, the bigger worry is 
that a five-week-long lockdown makes 
viewers settle into watch-from-home 
entertainment format. Theatrical 
returns are still more substantial than 
for digital/ OTT and satellite rights 
combined. “God forbid viewers start 
feeling it is better they are saving money 
and decide to watch only digitally,” says 
Kumar. The film industry for now can 
only hope for a miracle—in this case, 
scientists developing a vaccine quickly to 
contain the spread of COVID-19. Until 
then, the stars are truly just like us: 
stuck at home. �

—with Amarnath K. Menon and 
Jeemon Jacob

Master
Starring Vijay, one 
of the biggest stars 
of Tamil cinema, and 
Vijay Sethupathi, 
one of its most 
talented actors, 
this action thriller is 
going to be its first 
big release once 
theatres reopen

Haathi Mere 
Saathi/ Aran-
ya/ Kaadan
Rana Dagubatti 
fronts the multilingual 
remake of the popular 
1971 Hindi film which 
was to release on 
April 24. Shot with 
different supporting 
cast for Hindi, Tamil 
and Telugu versions, 
its makers, Eros, are 
promising “never-
seen-before visual 
effects”
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 t is almost impossible for me to come 
to terms with Rishi Kapoor’s passing 
so soon, but I do remember my earliest 
memory of him. I was eight when I went 
to see Bobby (1973) in a theatre. He was 
the ‘loverboy’ then, and that impression 

did abide for a while. All the memories that I have of 
him from that era are those of a good actor who mostly 
played happy-go-lucky characters. But one film that 
left a very, very deep impact on me was Prem Rog 
(1982), which saw him essay a very different role.

Despite having been in Bombay for 30-odd years, 
and having met most legends at some party or another, 
I had, strangely, never met Rishiji. 
Once I had finished writing Mulk 
(2018), I knew I wanted him in 
the film, but we had no connec-
tion whatsoever. A friend then set 
up a meeting and I went to meet 
him, wanting to narrate the film. 
I knew I needed him to make 
Mulk. I had no other options, so I 
was very nervous. I was ready for 
a two-and-a-half-hour narration, 
and he looked at me and said, “Are 
you going to make me hear the 
whole thing?” What he wanted, he 
told me, was a 15-minute precis. 
“Directors just write what I have to do on set, aur hum 
wahin pe kar dete hain.” When I told him the story, he 
first reacted by saying, “There’s no hero here.” I said, 
“There’s you, me and a script.”

At that point, he was playing important parts, 
yes, but in films that already had a male lead. The 
entire Mulk-making experience, for him, was a bizarre 
surprise. We shot the whole film in 28 days and, on 
the last day, I remember he called me to his van and 
said, “The film can’t possibly be done yet.” He insisted 
that he give me another 10 days from his schedule. He 
would then land up at my office and be what he was—a 
typical Punjabi bully. I had, of course, worked with 
his uncle, Shammi Kapoor, who was an even bigger 
bully, so I knew how to handle him. It is hard for me to 

describe the amount of fun we had.
There are some people who age and then they don’t. 

He was someone who always changed with the times, 
and once you do that and don’t get stuck with a certain 
idea of success, you are able to adapt. Amitabh Bachchan 
can be a point of comparison. He just keeps reinventing 
himself, even in daily life. Rishi Kapoor, like him, was 
fearless. He never harked back to an older self, and was 
never afraid to break the mould. He wanted to try his 
hand at new things that excited him. That allowed him 
to live much longer. Other actors of his time did not have 
such a long life because they could not move on. Every 
time a new generation comes, they change the rules, but 

Chintuji knew how to play by them.
He often divided people into 

two categories—good and bad. 
There was never any middle 
ground. He was always on the 
lookout for people with whom he 
could get along. For him, religious 
faiths never mattered, and that, if 
you come to think of it, is the basic 
idea of secularism. While being 
staunchly secular, Chintuji, I must 
add, was also very impulsive. For 
instance, he would tweet whatever 
came to his heart. If I were to go 
and ask him, “Kya Chintuji, kya 

likha hai aapne (Chintuji, what have you written?),” 
he would just shrug and say, “Aisa hi to hai, humne bas 
likh diya (it is what it is, I just wrote it).”

His Twitter persona resembled his real-life person-
ality. He didn’t waste time trying to fathom things; he 
just said what came to his heart. People like him are 
not easy to understand, but once you do, you find that 
they are so wonderful, transparent and honest. They 
are never playing games. Look at his Twitter timeline 
now. He was not trying to please or hurt anyone. It is 
what it is. He was who he was. ■

—As told to Shreevatsa Nevatia

Anubhav Sinha, a filmmaker, directed  
Rishi Kapoor in Mulk

By ANUBHAV SINHA

 

RISHI KAPOOR 1952-2020
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A Life beyond Age

Rishi Kapoor 
changed with the 
times. He never 

harked back to an 
older self, and was 

never afraid to 
break the mould

Rishi Kapoor’s life may have been cut short, but his career had a longevity all actors dream of
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here is a strange dichotomy that you are 
in a profession where you attract atten-
tion,” said Irrfan Khan in a conversation 
with Naseeruddin Shah for India Today 
TV’s Unforgettables show in 2016. “But I 
don’t like it when it comes to me. I want 
the attention to go to the character.” 
It’s a philosophy that Khan followed 

religiously throughout his 32-year-long career, which began 
with a bit part in Mira Nair’s Salaam Bombay! (1988). While 
his peers built an image playing a type, Khan built an envi-
able body of work by playing flawed, unheroic men. He was an 
anomaly—a star because of his talent.

Khan came to Mumbai, the “film mandi” as he called it, 
in the late 1980s after graduating from the National School of 
Drama in Delhi. He was not bitter about 
his over decade-long struggle though, 
most of which was largely confined to 
roles on TV. Work on the small screen 
was repetitive and too fast-paced for his 
liking, he would later say. Failure to land 
sizeable parts in films led to the setting in 
of an inertia. “It’s when I got bored of act-
ing that an ease came in my behaviour,” 
he said to Shah. And it is that ease that he 
thrived on, it is what made filmmakers, 
both in India and abroad, cast him.

Khan’s first lead role came in British 
director Asif Kapadia’s debut film The 
Warrior (2001), courtesy his friend 
Tigmanshu Dhulia, the film’s casting director, who, a year 
later, cast him in his own directorial debut, Haasil. That film 
would make Vishal Bhardwaj pick Khan for Maqbool, his  
adaptation of Shakespeare’s Macbeth. More roles followed 
soon, like Nair’s The Namesake, Anurag Basu’s Life in a... 
Metro, Dhulia’s Paan Singh Tomar, Ang Li’s Life of Pi, Ritesh 
Batra’s The Lunchbox, Shoojit Sircar’s Piku and Anup Singh’s 
Qissa. In between these acclaimed performances, Khan 
would also do a big studio film like Gunday, in which he 
would upstage his two younger co-stars, Ranveer Singh and 
Arjun Kapoor, in a supporting role. “I remember telling him 
‘I cannot take my eyes off your eyes because they are so big’ 
and that I have to always put a wide lens on his face,” recalls 
Gunday’s director Ali Abbas Zafar. The intensity of those 
eyes cast a spell on many.

There was no method to his craft, which is why perhaps 
effortless was an oft-used descriptor for Khan. “As an actor, 
I enjoy myself more when I surrender,” he said in an inter-
view to INDIA TODAY while promoting his Hindi film D-Day 
in 2013. “When you are in control, whatever you produce is 
mechanical.” But there was some amount of calculation. Khan 
knew the significance of striking a balance between Hindi 
and world cinema, independent and commercial fare. His cal-
endar included small-budget films, often helmed by first-time 
filmmakers, which would bring him critical acclaim, as well 
as bigger projects, which he knew gave him visibility. For ev-
ery Puzzle (his last international film), there was an Amazing 
Spider-Man; and for every Piku, there was a Karwaan, his 
penultimate Hindi film. “He had this amazing knack of put-
ting people at ease,” says Karwaan director Akarsh Khurana. 

“And he had an equation with everyone, 
irrespective of department or level.” 

It’s an impressive range for an artist 
who had once said that acting was not his 
“inner calling”. At first he was expected to 
look after his father’s tyre business in Jai-
pur. There was a (thankfully) short stint 
of repairing air-conditioners—he even 
fixed one in Rajesh Khanna’s house in 
Bandra. “I realised I cannot earn money 
just for the sake of earning money,” Khan 
said during the Unforgettables interview. 
“I have to find something that I am fasci-
nated doing.” Watching actors like Shah 
and Om Puri gave him the belief that it 

was possible to do work that “reflected life”. He got better at it 
the more he lived it.

Life, though, is unpredictable. In 2018, at the peak of his 
career, after having scored one of his biggest hits in Hindi 
Medium and having won a host of popular awards for it, he was 
diagnosed with cancer. For over a year and a half, Khan battled 
the illness and was at one point healthy enough to shoot a film, 
Angrezi Medium. The film’s theatrical life was cut short by the 
lockdown. His own ended on April 29, just four days after the 
death of his mother. He saw her funeral through video. Only 20 
people were allowed for his own burial.

“In my next life, I would rather be a musician,” he said in 
that memorable conversation with Shah, where the two stellar 
performers shared many a laugh. Even in another life, Irrfan 
Khan wanted to perform.  ■

By SUHANI SINGH

 

IRRFAN KHAN 1967-2020
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The Reluctant Superstar

While most actors 
build an image  
playing a type, 

Irrfan Khan built 
an enviable body 
of work playing 

flawed characters 
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With no live gigs on 
the horizon, India’s 

stand-up comics 
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hopes on a digital 
tomorrow
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AIN’T FUNNY?



ABISH 
 MATHEW 
We are all redefining who we are 
as professionals. We used to call 
ourselves only stand-up comics, but 
now we are being forced to evolve. I 
absolutely miss live gigs, but we are all 
in survival mode and redefining what 
our jobs were. Things won’t go back 
to the way they were and I’m happy. 
We needed a shake-up, we ourselves 
and the world in general. I am looking 
forward—maybe in a few months, or 
even years—to doing an event where 
I may not get thousands of people, 
but maybe 100, and when I do come 
back to it, I will be more appreciative of 
never taking audiences for granted. 

 KANEEZ 
 SURKA 
We’re looking to take our gigs 
digital. For example, the ‘Stay 
Home for India’ stream we 
did to raise funds was a good 
example of how we converted a 
live stage property into a digital 
property. Also, ‘The Circuit 
Comedy Festival’ that got called 
off last month due to the situa-
tion, is now going digital.

 SANJAY 
 RAJOURA 
I did not venture into stand-up comedy to make a 
career but to have an avenue to speak about things 
that bothered me that I found unjust and wrong. I 
don’t think I will stop raising that voice because of 
the coronavirus. I will write about it, speak about 
it. It’s an appropriate time to write jokes. Just look 
at the stupidity. People banging thalis, RWA people 
coming to your apartments if you don’t switch off 
lights, people making this a Muslim controversy. 
These people are jokes in themselves. I will not 
stop making fun of them. The pandemic has ex-
posed the government and the people. If I survive 
this, I am going to make a huge comedy set out of 
this. It is during these times that you can come up 
with amazing satire. If there is a utopian situation, 
what satire will there be?

 AGRIMA 
 JOSHUA 
In this new world, YouTubers are going to thrive. 
As comics, many of us don’t do YouTube, but 
now I’m sure those guys are laughing all the way 
to the bank, or at least all the way to their online 
accounts. The super-comics will thrive, the ones 
who can do the best camerawork, editing and 
everything else at once. The other thing is, look at 
the government response to the pandemic. I wish 
we could go on stage and talk about these things. 
Everything is so ridiculous—first the vessels, then 
the diyas, and all the forwards going around. 
In a joke you start with a real premise and then 
escalate with further absurdity. That’s what’s 
happening. I think the BJP IT cell is doing better 
jokes than us.

 ANUVAB 
 PAL 
I don’t see governments opening up 
comedy as an essential service. But 
everyone’s watching [things online] for 
free. Anyone will watch anything for 
free. That’s why I watch TikTok videos 
of someone cutting an onion. In these 
times, you have to keep an eye on what 
can be made fun of. Of course, you would 
never make fun of those suffering but 
how about celebrity workout videos, or 
people lounging by swimming pools, tell-
ing us to stay safe. How about the Kerala 
police doing a corona hand-washing 
dance or a fake WhatsApp that tells you 
to drink lime juice and cow urine and wait 
for the planets to align? Luckily, stupidity 
and illiteracy do not go away in a pan-
demic. And that’s where the jokes are. No 
virus can destroy humour.

LEISURE
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—As told to Bhavya Dore 
and Sukhada Tatke

Q. You are only the 
fourth Indian stand-up 
artist to have a Netflix 
special. Were there 
nerves?
Well this (Yours Sincerely, 
Kanan Gill) is my third hour, 
so I can say with confi-
dence that there are al-
ways nerves. The process 
of putting [together] an 
hour involves a lot of rigour, 
a lot of writing, and show 
after show. I stage-tested 
this special more than I 
ever have before. It was 
exhausting. One and a half 
years of touring in India and 
six months touring abroad 
is what it took before 
recording. 

Q. The ability to laugh 
at oneself is a key part 
of being a good comic. 
Are being vulnerable 
and opening your life to 
scrutiny essential too?
Being vulnerable and honest 
helps you come to terms 
with exactly what it is you’re 
going through. And then if 
you laugh at your predica-
ment, it’s a sign that you’re 
no longer trapped by it. 

Q. What’s been your 
coping mechanism 
during the lockdown? 
Or do you work fine in 

isolation?
I am very privileged that 
isolation for me just means 
having my usual life at 
home. I ended up having to 
cancel around six months of 
shows. I was once worried 
about how much little free 
time I had, but now that I 
am lucky enough to have all 
this time, I have spent every 
waking moment working. 
That is life.

Q. How does it feel
performing live for 
an audience that is 
only accessible to you 
through a screen?
I think stand-up in its 
conventional form can’t 
be directly adapted to just 
working online. We’re still 
figuring it out, but I think 
streaming is the answer. It’s 
a little unnerving not hearing 
an audience, but I think 
there are enough examples 
of live streaming working 
well enough. 

—with Suhani Singh

Having released his Netflix special, 
the comic Kanan Gill thinks comedy 
works better when streamed

‘Streaming 
is the answer’

KANAN GILL 

feels that stand-up 

in its conventional 

form cannot be 

directly adapted to 

just working 

online

 ANU 
 MENON 
I think Zoom is obviously the future of stand-up right 
now. Some comedians have been running one-hour 
sessions there. Through BookMyShow, you buy a 
ticket and log in at a particular time. Those of us 
who do corporate shows have also been told that 
we need to come up with a Zoom rate for half an 
hour of stand-up comedy. How you used to have 
AD and BC before, we will now have pre-COVID and 
post-COVID rates. I was in the process of complet-
ing my second stand-up special, but you need to 
go to open mics to work out your material and that 
won’t be possible for a while. In a corona-free world, 
I could have been touring by now! But I do have a 
few private gig offers from people who say they 
need some humour in these dark times. I just hope 
they pay. Because my bank account needs some 
funds in these dark times as well!

 PAPA CJ 
Respect for comics has gone up during the lockdown. For 
the past 15 years, I have been doing comedy, and people 
kept saying you comedians sit around all day at home, 
doing nothing. Now they have discovered how difficult that 
actually is. A few days ago, I did my first online corporate 
show. For many years, I have been saying stand-up is like 
sex. It’s best enjoyed live and not in front of a screen. But 
surprisingly, it was fantastic. It was a Zoom webinar. I was 
able to interact with people, engage, hear their laughter. 
I had so much fun, I was ashamed of myself. I did a broad 
range of content. It wasn’t too COVID focused. They say 
comedy is tragedy plus time. Right now, it’s too fresh and 
for many people just hearing ‘Corona’ or ‘COVID’ is de-
pressing. It’s on all the news all the time. So, for a change, 
it’s nice to not have to hear anything corona-related.

C O M E DY



N
othing goes viral like a 
virus. Unless it’s a video 
of Ramdas Athawale 
chanting “Go Corona 
Go”. On March 10, the 
Union minister organ-
ised an event to destroy 
the virus, simply by 

telling it to leave. The joke had 
already written itself, it only 
needed to be set to tune. Anup 
K.R. got to work. On March 15, he 
released a remixed version that 
has been seen 1.8 million times, 
splicing Athawale’s chanting 
with original rap lyrics. “It was 
a trending topic at the time,” he 
says. “Even before the remix, the 
original had gone viral. And the 
chanting already had a tempo.”

His is not the only remix. 
One of the first was by Vaib-
hav Londhe, who intercut the 
chanting with trance beats 
and audio from a government 
PSA. “People like funny, quirky 
content,” says Londhe, who has 
since done another corona-
related Marathi video. 

Ever since the pandemic 

hit India in March, artists and 
musicians have released a slew 
of creative, comical corona-
themed songs. The genre has 
matured fast enough to even 
get its own label: pandemic pop. 
Shot and edited on phones and 
laptops in a few hours, the songs 
have been made quickly and 
competently, fusing levity with 
advice on social distancing and 
hand washing.

“It’s entertainment cum 
social messaging,” says Baba 
Sehgal, who released ‘Namaste 
Namaste’, riffing on the popular-
ity of namaste in an era without 
handshakes. “I didn’t think it 
would go viral. But people relat-
ed to it.” Some take known tunes, 

and craft topical lyrics onto 
them: comedienne Jamie Lever 
repurposed Dhanush’s ‘Kolaveri
Di’ for the pandemic moment and 
Priyanka Negi tuned the beats of 
Hemant Kumar’s ‘Hai Apna Dil Toh 
Awara’ to ‘Awara Corona’. 

Then there is Dhinchak 
Pooja’s ‘Hoga Na Corona’ and DJ 
Shashi’s ingenious ‘Coronavirus 
Murdabad—Desi Thali Bartan 
Sound Remix’ that combined 
the best of the janta curfew’s 
singing, ringing and clanging. 
Of course, the genre would be 
incomplete without deploying the 
definitive sound of the pandemic: 
the suspicious dry cough that 
kicks off Lever’s song. 

For some, the virality has 
spawned fresh demand at a time 
when music and comedy are 
the best distractions. Sehgal 
has released three songs since 
Namaste and Anup returned with 
‘Go Corona Ft Lady, a sequel with 
the bartan-bashing woman who 
became an instant internet image 
on the day of the janata curfew. 

—Bhavya Dore

PANDEMIC 
GOES POP

Musicians are responding to the 
corona outbreak with songs that are 

creative and often comical

M U S IC

These cre-
ative comical 

corona-themed 
songs now 

have their own 
genre label: 

pandemic pop

Baba Sehgal
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rhymes laid over contemporary trap 
and reggaeton beats. (The interna-
tional references are so obvious that in 
the song ‘Damn’, his business partner 
Ankit Khanna references American 
rapper Future.) The mix of local and 
global styles mirrors the balancing 

act Raftaar has attempted to stage 
between household popu-
larity and street credibility 

throughout his near-de-
cade-long career.

Parents might rec-
ognise him as one of the 

judges on Dance India 
Dance, young kids may know 

him from his similar roles on MTV 
shows Roadies and Hustle. In the 
hip-hop circuit these days, his name is 
most frequently taken in connection 
with his long-running feud with rap-
per Emiway, with whom he exchanged 
a series of “diss” tracks in 2018. 

Though Mr. Nair doesn’t include 
any overt references to Emiway, 
artists signed to Raftaar label’s 
Kalamkaar have consistently fanned 
the flames of their crossfire by tak-
ing shots at his rival in their tracks. 
Indian rap fans have long suspected 
that Raftaar helps write his signees’ 
verses, which he denies. “It’s difficult 
to believe, but most of their songs 
don’t come to me for review,” says 
Raftaar. He agrees that the endless 
rounds of put-downs can get tire-
some, but believes they are necessary 
for the upcoming emcees “to prove 
their worth”.

Several of them feature on 
Mr. Nair, which focuses more on the 
personal than the political. Raftaar 
has been among the few popular 
musicians to speak out against 
the Citizenship Amendment Act and 
the National Register of Citizens, but 
his album is free of controversial sub-
ject matter. Irrespective of whether 
his worldviews make their way into 
his music, that he took a stand was 
commendable. “Apart from enter-
taining, that’s what the purpose of 
an MC is,” says Raftaar. “If we don’t 
provide our perspective, then this 
voice is useless.” ■

—Amit Gurbaxani

In his new 

album, Mr. Nair, 

Rap musician 

RAFTAAR tells 

the stories of his 

life, struggles and 

rise to fame

THE NEW ALBUM FROM 
RAFTAAR WAS RELEASED 
DURING THE LOCKDOWN. THE 
RAPPER HOPES THAT WILL MAKE 
US LISTEN ALL THE MORE CLOSELY

ATTENTION
RAP  EDP

LEISURE

A number of mainstream music
acts around the world have postponed 
the releases of their albums owing to the 
ongoing lockdown. Hindi hip-hop star 
Raftaar, however, decided to stick to his 
plan and put out his second full-length 
effort, Mr. Nair, in the middle of April. 
He feels the extra time people have 
on their hands could mean 
that the 16-track collection 
is experienced the way he 
intended. “[Usually] people 
are so busy with their jobs 
and businesses that not 
every song gets the atten-
tion it needs,” says the rapper 
born Dilin Nair. “Now that people 
are [working from] home, they have the 
patience to listen.” 

Mr. Nair is decidedly different from 
his 2018 debut Zero to Infinity, which 
was packed with Punjabi party num-
bers. Raftaar, who is from Kerala but 
was raised in Delhi, says the former was 
“more like a compilation” while the latter 
tells his “story”, covering his childhood, 
struggles and rise to fame. 

The tale is shared through clever 

M U S IC



On and off screen, Lara Dutta isn’t one to 
cower. In her new web show, Hundred, she 

plays a police officer who acts on her ambitions 
despite a patriarchal hierarchy

Q A

—with Suhani Singh
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LARA SCORES 
A HUNDRED

Q. In the Hotstar show, Hundred, your char-
acter faces rampant sexism at work and is 

denied due credit. Did it feel personal?
Most working women have faced some sort of 

sexism, regardless of industry. In the largely 
male-dominated film industry, we have faced it 

ourselves. All the female officers I spoke to while 
preparing to play Saumya (her character), func-
tion in an environment where you can’t show any 

kind of weakness or femininity. 

Q. India loves to put its women 
on a pedestal, but this show 
revels in the flaws of its two 

leading ladies…
I loved that she was a badass, had 
her vices and was unapologetically 
ambitious. As a female actor, very 
rarely do you get an opportunity 
to play such a layered character. 
Most of the female characters on 
screen are very one-dimensional. 

Q. And what has been your big-
gest lesson from the pandemic?
I knew someone who had no under-
lying health issues and still lost his 
life to COVID. So, I know what life 

is really about now. You have your 
family, health, work, and I am grate-
ful for that. I am not waiting for life 

to resume. It is happening now.

Q. What has your lockdown 
routine been like?

Not much has changed for Hesh 
(Mahesh Bhupathi) and me. We are 

both homebodies. The lockdown has 
meant having him around 24x7. Being 
an athlete, he has quite a disciplined 
workout routine and he ensures that 
Sara [their daughter] and I get some 
amount of exercise. I have also taken 

up two Harvard online courses. 
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